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MAPLE SPRING UNDER
NEW MANAGEMENT

Houlton people who have been users
A grand transformation has taken i
place in the J. E. Robinson store on !
"1 Maple Spring water will he interest
Market Sq. during the past two J
'd to know thai last week the farm
■weeks, and one that the many patrons
on which this beautiful Spring is
of this store will surely appreciate, j
situated, changed hands. Mr. Donovarf
First of all, the entire stock of
audiem-c with her truly wonderful
tlie former owner, selling to A. O.
fancy groceries has been closed out
voice. John Houghton as Hainan and
so that the much needed room for
Nutter, one of tlie prominent business
Alone Berrie as Zeresh, his wifi*, both
their rapidly growing fruit and con
men of Mars Hill.
bad opportunities to show to advan
fectionery business could be obtained.
tage in their solos and duets the re
Mr. Nutter is now the owner of Hie
A large new soda fountain has been
A T T R A C T IV E S TA G E S E T T IN G S — sults of their musical training, and
property
and will continue the sale of
installed by the American Soda Foun
at their every appearance they were
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this water, which is second to none in
tain Co. of Boston, that is strictly upwarmly received.
the state for purity and medicinal
to-date in every way, a beautiful piece |
"
Mrs. Towers. Miss Stapleford and
qualities and had it the advertising
of construction in fancy marble and
For a spectacular production, such
Christine Murray also had solo
and reputation that Poland Water has
silver, with appliances for both hot
as has never been seen before in this ,)ar(iS whieh were delightfully renderit would he in as much demand. Mr.
and cold drinks.
j section, the cantata “ Queen Esther" ,,(]
Nutter will secure a stock of bottles
In addition to the fruit and con
|given under the auspices of the local
Samuel Barks as Mordecai did some
to do business with, and until such
fectionery departments, a large por
j Red Cross chapter and directed l>\ splendid acting ahd in his solos he
time as he can secure these, those
tion of the store has been set apart
Prof. H. H. Newton of Boston, will go made a hit.
wishing
to have this water may be
for a lunch room, where light lunch
down in the annals of local talent
Mr. BERNARD ARCHIBALD
The part of Harbonah was taken in
Miss MARION CLEVELAND
sure of getting it if they have bottles
eons and ice cream will be served. -------- —
, ... .. .................
......... history as one of the most universally
a fine manner by Mr. (1. B. Hunter,
which they return and they can be
The whole interior has been newly ;
while C. V. Chandler had a fine part
MEETING
OF
HOLSTEIN
MEN
[I™—
;1
“
ere0"’
^
assured that they will lie filled and
decorated and presents a decidedly |
FORMER
HOULTON
BOY
as the High Lord Chancelor.
returned 'promptly. Those who wish
attractive appearance and the entire j
AT HOULTON, NOVEMBER 13 happy selection of those taking the Interesting features of the program
WEDS IN NEW YORK the water and who have not purchaa*
store has taken on a metropolitan air, Ij The Aroostook County Farm Bu- principal parts secondly, the magniThe wedding of Miss Doris Mabelle ed a bottle may in a few weeks be
giving Houlton patrons an up-to*the j reau is co-operating with Prof. Wm. ficant oriental costumes used and the UfIf
e <n s
f Queens uari
under
the
direction
of
Mrs.
Ada
Palmer
Catell.
daughter of Mr. and .Mrs. able to get the water, or as soon ae
minute place to secure a light luncheon j
Rider, of the Holstein Friesian As- superb stage settings, both of which
and
ilso
that
of
the
King's
Guard
(all
Charles
R. Catell of Bangor, to Mau- a new stock of bottles arrive.
or refreshments under the most pleas- j SoCjation of America, Extension Serv- eclipsed anything ever seen upon a
ex-service
men)
directed
by
Capt.
vice
Kingsley
Slipp. son of George
Orders may he left at the TIMES
ing environments.
j jce> jn arranging a meeting which Houlton stage, and third, the finished
Slipp
of
Belfast,
formerly
of
Houlton.
Wellie
Dunphv,
both
companies
ex
office
and they will be sent in to Mr,
Mr. Robinson and his associates are I
be of much interest to all the manner in which the splendidly trainto be congratulated upon their success-i j j 0jgtejn men -n
county whether ed chorus handled their work, also ecuting the commands of their leaders took place Saturday. Oct. 10. at the Nutter, or parties wishing water can.
Church of the Transfiguration, known order direct.
1ul undertaking.__________
I keeping grades or pure breds.
the precision with which the various with the precision of veterans.
The entire performance pleased as the Little Church Around the
j This meeting will be held in the drills and dances were given, all
---------------------'
»*■■; 1
everybody
and crowded houses greeted Corner. New York city. Rev. Earl C.
BOWLING
{ Grange Hall, Houlton, Friday Novem- showing the magic hand of a past
POTATOES
Cleeland officiated.
Mr. and .Mrs.
the plays each evening.
Owing to illness/in the
“ Outlaw” J ber 13, at 1.30 p. m. and every one is 1master in training large choruses,
The local market, although a littleHartley
G.
Kenniston.
sister
and
family the match between that team j cordially invited to attend.
Prof. Newton has made a life time
Those who took leading parts:
brother-in-law of the bride, attended stronger in price than last week,
and the Linneus team was not rolled |The following men will speak:
study of Biblical pageants and can- Esther, the Queen
the
couple. The bride wore a brown shows not much change, buyers offer
as scheduled Oct. 22nd. Instead, Capt.
Pres. D. D. Aitken, of the Holstein tat as, and has visited nearly every
Miss Marion Cleveland velvedene suit trimmed with opossum ing from $2.50 to $2.75 with few offer
Farmer’s team met the latter team Friesian Association of America.
state in the union, where he has given Zeresh. Hainan's wife
with hat of brown velvet and carried ings.
and got trimmed, losing two games
A representative from the College of them, and during his long c areer has
Miss Alene Berrie a bouquet of Bride's roses. Mrs.
Farmers generally have finished dig
and the pinfall by 13 pins. The totals Agriculture.
1trained 200,000 persons.
Queen Vashti
Mrs. I. Estelle Ferris Kenniston wore a biege duvetvn dress ging and are now plowing in prepara
of both teams were unusually low.
Prof. Wm. M. Rider, the Extension
No other producer of amateur plays Mordecai's sister
Mrs. Daisv Towers with hat to match and wore a corsage tion for next year’s crop, as doubtless
Old Baldy Crosby was the high gun |Service, Hosltein Association, Brattle-, in the country owns such a complete Jewess Princess
a large acreage will he put in and
of orchids and lillies of the valley.
for the losers, being the only one of i boro, Vermont.
and magnificent word robe of costumes.
Miss Grace Stapleford
After a wedding dinner at the Wal- with the developement which is being
the ten men to get Into the century J
______________
only a small portion of which were p ersjaj Princesses
Mrs. James
dmf-Astoria, Mr. and Mrs. Slipp left lushed by the Federation of Farmers
column and averaging 91 for the even-1 Lleut Edmund j. Kidder, U. S N.. shown .here.
Palmer. Miss Christine Murray on a honeymoon trip through the Berkthe lines of improvement in
ing. Big, burly, contrary Guy Sawyer who is attached to tht U. S. Destroyer
The principal figures in the Cantata prophetesses,
Miss Louise Buzzell.
seed selection, prospects are very
shires
and
on
their
ret
irn
will
reside
had high average for the evening, an Putnam, which is now in southern are well known to students of the
Mrs. Burleigh Him-h, Miss Claire
bright for bringing up the quality of
even 93. He simply won’t roll a game waters, arrived here last week for a holy book, and the beautiful story was
Hussey in Hartford, Conn., where Mr. Slipp is
connected with Steavens & Green, seed stock to where it formerly was.
less than 90 and he gets so much leave with relatives y*
told in song accompanied by all the Ahasueras, the King
Much interest is being taken by a
brokers
exercise every day that no one feels
magnificence and splendor of ancient ,
;\jr Bernar(j Archibald
great many farmers in having certi
like arguing the matter with him.
times.
Hainan,
Mr. John Houghton
fied seed and when more of this is
BACK TO THE FARMS
It is too bad to print the score in
The cast was a large one. more than I Mordecai. a Jew
Mr. Samuel Parks DR. DUDLEY ASKS A PARDON done, then will the uncertainty of the
The Maine Department of Agricul a hundred people taking part, and at High Priest
detail, where the Elks and Dux and
Mr. Bertram Chadwick
Dr. Lionel H. Dudley of Presque price he done away with to a greater
the “ Outlaws” can read, but here ture has taken hold of the task of times the stage was completely filled, Herald
Mr. Philip Clark Isle, Aroostook county, serving a term or less extent, as Aroostook seed is
rehabilitating the agricultural indus- ^ e -many hued costumes making a Scribe
goes:
Mr. Roland Hovey of from in to 20 years in the State better than any other grown, and
try in this State and to encourage beautiful picture that brought forth
Farmer’s
Harhonah
Mr. G. B. Hunter prison at Thomaston for manslaugh when the purchasers find that they
Total
Av. people to come to Maine and till the a spontaneous applause many times Magi
Mr. Bernard Archibald ter in causing: the death of Mildred can get certified seed they will
E. Currie
72 80 84
236 78 2-3 soil as well as to induce Maine people repeated.
High Lord Chamberlain
Sullivan of Houlton. has petitioned patronize the Aroostook farmer and
in the towns and cities to do the same.
“ Louie”
87 82 77
246 82
Esther, the Queen, was portrayed in
Mr. ('. V. Chandler the Governor and Executive Council pay less regard to the price, as quali
It
is
now
ready
to
find
a
farm
of
the
Nason
87 79 83
249 83
a dignified manner by Miss Marion A:,gels for tableau,
AHilyn Oliver, for a pardon. The matter was pre- ty is what many of the large buyers
Farmer
254 84 2-3 ^right kind for any one who wishes Cleveland, while Bernard Archibald as
79 87 88
Elizabeth Ebbett. Miss Stapleford sented to the ( 'ounci by Governor want and will have even though it
one. Its work should meet with en273 91
Crosby
86 87 100
Ahasueras. tne King, both had difficult Accompanist
Miss Rose Donovan Miilikt ■n at \Y‘■i! nosda - session and cannot he found in Aroostook.
i couragement from our people, as it is
parts. Their solo work was delight ( 'apt a in ot Queen's ( :ia rd
;i lit''!!•in:. mi Lie mm
nru<
The Produce News says;
b
designed to benefit every person in
.
411 415 432
1258
fully rendered. .Mrs. Estelle Ferris :
Mrs. Ada Palmer T iicsfi; iv. Nov.
New York. Oct. 22.—The receipts
the
State.
C.
H.
Crawford
of
the
de
Linneus
of St. John, N. B. also had a Quemi's Captain of King's Guard
1
nidh>y
continue
liberal from nearly all sec
Dr.
states
i
;is
pe-itmi!
Av. partment said today:
Total
part in Vashti and she charmed Imr
Mr. Bertram Chadwick t h;it ho was «•on vie) •■<
tions.
while
the arrivals from Maine
ma'.'slaugh“ The Maine Department of Agricul
Sawyer
92 96 91
279 93
ter
at
the
November
term.
Full,
of
tin*
are
increasing
and more arc coming
W. Bither
77 91 74
242 80 2-3 ture now has a large list of very f i n e
Supreme court for Aroostook county from State and Pennsylvania sm-nons.
1
farms
which
are
offered
for
.-ale,
HOULTON ELKS WON
Getchell
78 83 93
254 84 2-3
ELECTION TUESDAY
at Houlton and was smjtmwfi to a Shipments of Jersey long potatoes con
M. Byron
84 86 77
247 82 1-3 i ranging in size from 4 to 400 acres.
maximum term of i’n years, a min tinue on a liberal scale and while jt
IN
THE
LAW
COURT
OF
NEXT
WEEK
P. Byron
94 81 79
254 84 2-3 Many have fine farm buildings, well
imum
term of 1u years with a max was expected that these would have
j equipped with hardwood floors, runThe law court in a rescript, handed
Vote rs should hear in mind that, the
imum
term
of 15 years recommended. been cleaned up before now. yet it
j
ning
water,
hath,
electric
lights
and
down
Thursday
rules
that
the
vote
of
Presidential election will take place
425 437 414
1276
That lie was committed to said State does not appear that even the coming
1
all
the
modern
conveniences.
Many
a
lodge
by
which
it
was
attempted
to
o.n
Tuesday
next
and
it
is
the
duty
of
Rumor has it that “ Bill’* Gellerson
prison on Dec. In, ];»1 1 and that s i n c e week will see the winding up of the
has made arrangements for a match ; are located near large villages, use the funds of the lodge to pay a line ever;.’ man and woman who is eligible
Dim:
and still is there confined.
long Jersey potatoes. Tlie warm, un
churches
and
railroads. was an illegal one. The case is that to vote, to see to it that their names
this coming Friday night between the j schools,
favorable
weather has been reflected
That
during
his
confinement
in
said
Several
are
described
as
equipped
for
of George Q. Nickerson vs. Houlton are on tlie voting list. Those, ospmialElks and the Linneus five. This will
State prison 1m has been of good be in the condition of most of the po
poultry
raising
and
others
are
listed
Bodge
of
Elks,
and
the
rescript
gives
t
he
women,
may
get
registered
by
give us a line on the latter’s ability
calling at the Selectmen's office in havior and lias always endeavored to tatoes coming which have shown more
on a strange alley. Three of the boys as fully equipped dairy farms, potato judgment for the defendant.
The rescript, which was drawn by the Mansur Block and have tln-ir lie and has been of assistance and or less rot and had to he moved
throw a straight ball and the other farms and general farming; also sevservice, part ictilarly in the exercise of promptly at best prices obtainable.
two, Getchell and Bither “ bend ’em.” eral orchard farms. Here is an op- Associate Justice George M. Hanson name put on the list. There were a
On the finest Long Island potatoes
portunity
for
anyone
wishing
to
enter
()f
Calais,
is
as
follows:
number who could not vote at tlie his professional knowledge and ability
Here’s luck to you, Linneus!
as a physician and surgeon.
the market was about sustained at $4
agricultural
pursuits
in
any
line,
as
Action
of
Assumpsit
to
recover
$
1N
7
September
election
because
they
were
The sporting public can’t understand
That lie believes that his punish per 165 II). hags, while occasional sales
why we don’t hear from the Dux with this list of about 100 farms, we reported to this court under the usual not registered, hut this can he avoid
ment
he has already received is suffi of closely graded were reported up to
that
should
stipulation.
ed by having the manic placed on the
bowleristadors. Of course, all t h e ; surely have something
cient
to satisfy the requirements of $4.35'?/ 4.40, while Long Island in 10
Held:
list any day this week commencing
real good Dux rollers are either on I Please them all.
justice; that since his confinement his peek hags brought $3.25(o'3.50 with
“
The
majority
of
these
farms
arc
in
First
It
is
the
opinion
of
the
court
Wednesday
morning.
the “ Outlaw” team or Capt. Farmer’s,
physical health has become seriously latter extreme. State and Pennsyl
but for that matter, the only two a first class state of cultivation, as that the vote by which it was attempt
impaired and is now such that further vania potatoes rarely graded closely
“ sensational” heavers in the Elks club they are in full operation at the ed to use the funds of tlie lodge for
confinement
will seriously endanger enough to exceed $3.50@4 per 11. peck
ABOUT
WATER
WITCHES
present
time,
fully
equipped
with
the purpose of paying a fin*1, or e\
are lead-ofT and clean up man for the
his
life.
measure while few of the Jersey round
T.
I?.
Bradford
of
Sherman
Mills,
tools
and
stock
and
all
ready
for
peuses of counsel, was an illegal vote,
former team. There must be at least
potatoes are good enough to bring
Wherefore,
lie
prays
Your
Excellen
writes
to
the
New
England
Homestead
business.
Many
can
he
bought
at
unlawful
in
its
origin
and
purpos'1
the “ neuelus” of a fair team left. We
any more. Jersey long potatoes sold
cy
and
said
Honorable
Council
that
very
reasonable
terms.
Several
are
in
an
interesting
manner.
Says
that
and
wholly
beyond
the
power
of
the
understand that “ Doc.” Mitchell bulli
water can lie found anywhere. Only Ire may he granted a pardon of said generally $2.75 per 150 lb. hag, while
ed the club into electing him chairman described as having a large amount lodge to pass, legalize or ratify.
offence for whieh he stands convicted occasional sales \vpre reported at
of
hard
and
soft
wood
lumber,
which
a
quest ion how deep to go down.
Second- -The vote in question could
of the bowling committee. To be sure,
and
to that end that a time he assign $2.S5. hut some ungraded lots went out.
at
the
prices
mentioned
for
the
prop
create
no
liability
on
tlie
part
of
the
I knew when you published the
we don’t know all o ’ the available
at $2 .40 '?/2.50. The Maine potatoes
ed for a hearing.
erty,
could
hardly
fail
to
interest
lodge
to
the
plaintiff,
who
immediately
piece
a
short
time
ago
about
the
water
material the “ Doc” has, but we would
coming are quite soft and lack holding
The
petition
is
dated
Thomaston.
say for a guess that if he were to take anyone desirous of having all the year chose his debtor when he made his witches and wizards, that you would
S e p t . Bo, 1920 .
qualities
and had to he forced out at
around
occupation.
Many
of
the
cheek payable to C. 11. Wheeler and hear from some of those who claim
as “ Shock Troops,” Stantial, Hassell,
$3.75'?/'4,
a
few lots reaching $4.25 for
farms
are
said
to
be
capable
of
high
whieh cheek was used in payment of they have something up their sleeves
J. Miller, Saunders and Howe, and hold
165
lh.
hag.
production
and
Very
profitably
man
Mrs.
W.
H.
Watts
is
visiting
at
he
the
tine
in
question,
a
personal
tine.
as “ reserves,” such men as Orcutt,
that others lack. Now I have seen
and not on offense chargeable against water located many times with the old home in Round Pond. Maine. Up
Fullerton, Hodgins, Carter and him aged in the past.
“ It certainly looks as though it tke lodge,
self. he has the “ neuelus” of a good
water witch, or the crotchet! stick; in on her return to Houlton she will he
B. E. Ramsey, one of Monticello’s
would
be a short time when the great; The I)ayment of the order in such fact, I can operate it myself, hut all accompanied hv her father. Capt. prominent farmers, and a constant
team.
tide of people that has been flowing j circumstances would be a diversion of I want to know is, when I operate it, Leeman. who will spend the winter reader of the Houlton TIMES, is not
Mr. and Mrs. Layton A. Goodwin from the farms to the cities must re- j the funds of the lodge, for whieh there ! just where the party wants to find *lereto he out done in the way of late Fall
well,
and son Harold have been visiting Mr. turn to the farms, as one of the great j jg no warrant under the laws of the water, orthe location of his
The Houlton Machine & Repair Co. offerings, and on Saturday last (Oct.
Goodwin’s sister, Mrs. Fremont Wilson difficulties that confronts the con- ■d0 fgj|dant organization
When I know this. I have the mystery who recently purchased the property i 23) sent into the office a branch from
8outh street the past few days, on suming public today is the question ! ^ e entry will be,
solved to the satisfaction of the party on Mechanic street known as the a raspberry bush, 18 in. long, that conJudgment for the defendant.
their way home to Nicholson, Ont. of production and no one at all
interested as well as the wizard peo- ('lough stable, are making some ex- tained more than 25 ripe berries beafter apendlng a month’s vacation in familiar with the situation can either
ple. With this fact known I can drop tensive repairs on same, and when sides at least as many more partially
Nova Scotia and other Canadian hope or expect a material reduction
the twig at the precise place and can , completed will occupy same.
formed ones.
EIGHT WEEKS' AUTO TRIP gamble that the party digging the ! - .... .
in the price of farm productions until
..
-....
.... 1
______________
provinces.
Fritz G. Russell, who for a time was
production meets with a substantial
well
will
find
water.
feet.
In
such
cases
they
wanted
a MARS HILL MAKES PLANS
increase. The department will glad-1employed at Osgood’s Jewelry store,
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES ly furnish any desired Information.” ; left in August for Galifornia accom- The fact of the case is, that it Is im- large amount of it, and the water FOR FARM BUREAU SEED
Remember that pictures at the
______________
j panied by Mrs. Russell, making the possible to penetrate the earth any- would flow from the well. The Water
where without finding water—just as is certainly there if we go after it.
SHOW AND ANNUAL MEETING
trip by auto.
Temple start 7 o ’clock sharp. The Wm.
HIGH SCHOOL WINS FROM
impossible for you (o stick a pin in
If the water witch is attracted by
At
a meeting of the business men
In a letter to the TIMES he has the
8. Hart production "Toll Gate” on
your own flesh and not get blood. You the veins of water under the surface j held Tuesday morning the following
RICKER
IN
GREAT
GAME
following
to
say:
Thursday evening, is an Intensely
cannot find a foot of ground that does why should it not go down and stay ! committees wereappointed:
In the first clash of the season
“ We had a very good trip across the not have a honeycomb of veins of there? If there is an electric current
dramatic story of the west. The story
Publicity Committee: S. H. Hussey,
between the local schools, the wearers j continent, travelling over all kinds of
water running in all directions. You running up one side of a human being |Percy Waddington.
Is considered among his best. The of the white and black defeated the
roads, 5034 miles from Houlton, with will strike water, and if it does not and down the other as stated in one'
Seed Show: C. A. Gallupe, Gus
Ricker team by a score of 25 to 0.
locations are wonderful.
only three changes of tires, eight satisfy as to the amount it gives, all of the answers you published, why Small.
The score in no way indicates the weeks on the trip, and camped out
In the big Artcraft special “ World
you have to do Is to run down a little j should not this same electric current > Refreshments: S.H. Hussey
and his W ife” on Friday evening the merits of the game, as Ricker has the all hut four nights.
farther and you will strike it in larger exist
of the time? I will say for,
These men are leaving nothing un
material for a fine team but their j “Was lucky in getting a good posiaction is laid in Spain and concerns
amounts and you can keep right down him who feels as though he should ■done to assure you a good time when
plays laced team work. Berry was 1tion the next day after getting here,
the 8panlsh people of today. It is not
as far as you wish and you will strike ’ employ a wizard to locate his water you spend October 29 in their town,
V
*
I easily the star for the Ricker boys,
^and think we shall like very well, this water. When you have found supply, that he is perfectly safe to dig Meeting of all town committees and
a costume play but the Spanish locale |
gives it a decided sparkling flavor that j For High School Peabody, Fowler j but shall want to know what is going enough to satisfy, call it good and con- ( where he wants his well to give him delegates is called for 10 a. m. and
makes the picture delightful. Regular1and Capt. Churchill did spectacular on up in Aroostook, so hustle a nect the pump. In most places plenty 1the best service and the water will be every man should be present. Busipiqceft
! work, Peabody crossing the goal line |“ Times” out to me.”
of water is found from 10 to 50 feet. I there for him. Of course, he might he ness meeting and discussions which
You will all want to see Rupert three times, Fowler also made a touch
depending on the locality. 1 have seen obliged to go a little deeper than in will mean dollars and cents to you
Hughey’ book on the screen Wednes down and kicked the only goal.
O. B. Porter has purchased the wells in this last year in my tour other places, hut what person would ' will follow the noon hour. This annual
day.
It’s funny, you’l laugh. It’s
A large crowd witnessed the game |Gentle bungalow on Lincoln street around the rim of this United States ' mind that if he got his well where it event will be a profitable day for you.
which was interesting to the end.
j and is occupying it with his family. by auto, that had been drilled 3,000 would most suit him.
"Scratch My Back.”
Load up the car and come.

Most Spectacular Play Ever
Given in Houlton

i
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S E L L IN G T H E S T E E L F L E E T
sumably wait for the next admin to take a more charitable view of
! asylum for saying that he could !I
istration.
Trices and terms have our fellow bei igs, and not suppose a BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
i
In
precise
terms,
the
immense
i transfer the likeness of human beEstablished April 13, 1860
T IM E T A B L E
|war-built steel merchant fleet which been fixed by the present incomplete slight is intended unless the neglect
ALL T H E HOME NEWS
|ings to a tin plate. Lebon, the disCorrected to Sept. 27, 1920
shipping
board,
but
actual
sales
are
Published every Wednesday morning |coverer of illuminating gas, died in the United States Shipping Board
is open and direct. After all, life
T ra in s D a ily E x c e p t Sunday
is now endeavoring to dispose of to insignificant—as, indeed, are present
by the Times Publishing Co.
F ro m H O U L T O N
ridicule because he believed in a private owners contains 1442 ves ship sales all over the world. But takes its hue, in a great degree,
8.40 a. m. — For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
CHA8. H. FOQQ, Pres. A Mgr.
“ lamp without a wick.”
It was sels, of a total of 9,693,117 tons that good steamers of the federal |from the color of our own mind. If
Limestone and Van Buren.
deadweight capacity. If this is trans fleet can be sold in satisfactory we are frank and generous, the world 9.13 a. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year shown that railroads would ruin the
numbers,
the
men
who
know
most
Boston.
posed from deadweight tonnage into
treats us kindly. If, on the contrary,
In advance; In Canada $2.06 in advance health of the people; it was proved
11.30 a. m.— For Ashland, Fort Kent. St.
about shipping do not question. In
gross
register
tonnage—the
form
in
Single copies ^ve cents
impossible for boats to run by steam which shipping is usually represented fact, a very large amount of capital we are suspicious men soon learn to
Francis, also Washburn, Pres
que Isle. Van Buren via Squa
and for electricians to telegraph 3000 —it would be not 9,693,117 but about , is now ready for this express pur be cold and cautious in their deal
Advertising rates based upon guaran
Pan and Mapleton.
miles beneath the sea. All this must 6,300,00) tons, or ,in other words, a pose in the treasuries of the prin- ings with us.
teed paid in advance circulation
1.02 p. m. — For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou
Limestone.
be held in view in judging of "the fleet a little less than one-third of the , cipal American shipping companies.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
1.42 j). m. — For Greenville. Bangor, Port
But
also
to
size
of
the
entire
British
merchantile
and
bankers
hold
more
money
which
“ Within yourself lies the cause of
atmospheric generator
land and Boston.
for circulation at second-class
be borne in mind is the claim made marine at the outbreak ot the World will be available when further expe- whatever enters into your life. To 6.26 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
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and
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territory when he predicted that wrar with ! maritime policy is such that the
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suddenly
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out of existence and tlm verdict of
may bring some relief.
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surface and could he utilized to the
complete transformation of life on
this planet if we only knew how to
extract the hidden force. H. G. Wells
seized on that theory for one of his
striking essays in scientific fiction
and in "The World Set Free" shows
how potently the sub atomic energy
could be employed as a destructiveforce in war. with the inference as
to its value for peace uses left
strongly in the mint! of the reader.
But outside the I aa s o’, the nov
elist the puzzle is still ; uriddled and
efforts to seek other ways out mul
tiply. it is a tempt ing h -hi. A few
months ago we had tin* ‘■Garabeb"
invention, which aimed to produce
energy without, cost, and bad to urejected by a committee of salt nt;tb
experts as unworkable.
'no, her de
vice. embodied in an "ei a trie coil"
and called "the atmospheric genera
tor.” is now arousine at font ion and
is said to have emeru* d trom a serifOf public tests. Bat Dm scientis have been unable to determi: •• Desource of power on which it draws.
The discoverer of the •principle," a
Seattle lad of IN years, “ expects t<>
market a dynamo vrhi'-h will furnish
heat and limit for foe In no .
machine that may be carried under
oil:' arm and will aem-raie
enough to d-ive any type o: a .mobile at a high rate of see h :
means are also to be furnished i
operating plants now run tu Die om]'
nary way by steam or by mean produced electricity. 'Tie invention
Is to “ revolutionize industry ate'
have a far-reaching effect
on Dm
social and commercial activities of
mankind.” It will be produced ‘ a, a
price that will place it within tlm
reach of all.”
A contributing factor to interest ;
all in such plans for reducing the
high cost of living to zero is the
record of inventions that have faced
ridbule and triumphed over it.
“ What usually happens.” says Prof.
E. J. Swift, “ is that some one breaks
away from conventional habitual
thoughts, is condemned for his errutic ideas, and dies perhaps an outcast ,
from ‘sane’ society. Men who made
the sciences upon which our comtort,
our health, our lives, depend, have ,
been crucified upon the cross ot tra- j
ditlon; their crime consisted in offer-1
Ing something new.” Thus Galvani
■was jeered at as “ the frogs’ dancing .
master," and Daguerre went to the
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i terminals have become the controlling States Commissionerships. The Cana STILL PLOTTING TO
suggests that to be correct Wilhelm find the inconsistencies which we so
dian section is composed of Charles
should leave the R off his second readily complain of in others. The
j factor.
RESTORE EX-KAISER title.
Fret Baptist
j “ The great advantage of the St. Law A. Magrath, Henry C. Powell and Sir
nearer we ourselves approach perfec
Secret agents are at work all over
Rev, p. Clark Hartley, Pastor
rence route is that it would eliminate William Hearst. Lawrence J. Burpee
tion. the fewer faults we see in those
Germany
striving
by
the
most
subtle
is
Secretary
of
the
Canadian
section.
Moraine service at 10.30 A. M.
entirely the enormous terminal ex
If we look within ourselves we mav about us.
means to reawaken enthusiasm for
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
penses in the congested terminals on
the cause of the Hohenzollerns.
Tonne People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. the Atlantic seaboard.
On traffic
THE WORLD OWES
Recently numbers of retired officers
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
moved between the lake cities and
have received appointments to the
$
2
4
1
,0
0
0
,0
0
0
,0
0
0
Special music by choir.
foreign ports a cargo ol' dressed beef
rank
next above the one in which m
How
much
is
the
world
in
debt?
Choir practice Monday nights.
at Chicago or steel plates at Cleve
The
Tilt* answer will probably be forth they retired. Lieutenants have been
Tuesday night church prayer and land, or wheat at Duluth or Fort
it
appointed captains, captains majors, ,
rralse Service.
William, could be loaded directly on coming at the international financial
colonels, etc. All these commissions
an ocean steamer, whose holds need congress now in session at Brussels.
Church of the Good Shepherd
1
are written on official paper, in the
j not be opened until the steamer doek- The program, among other details,
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
phraseology of pre-war times, and
it
provides
for
the
presentation
of
state
j ed at Liverpool or other foreign ports.
signed
by
“
Wilhelm,
by
the
Grace
of
ments,
or
balance
sheets,
showing
the
Sunday Services
Contrast this with the present cost
God King of Prussia, and German
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
I of transfer between railway car and exact financial status of all countries
it
Kaiser.”
Also on the first Sunday in the |steamer $t an Atlantic port, and the represented. These countries include
month at 10.30
These documents make it clear to
|great saving by the St. Lawrence former belligerent and neutral coun
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 route begins to be evident.
the appointee that “ he must be at our
tries.
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
An indication of the world's debt is service night and day anti prepared
“ Another advantage is that the
Sunday School at noon
m
‘ great fleet of lake vessels which are furnished by the increased debt of to promptly obey any and every order
the principal countries involved in the of whatever nature.”
□
j
now
kept
idle
*by
the
Winter
ice
First Baptist
i blockade for nearly half a year could war. In 1914 their combined nation It is true that Wilhelm's signature
Court St.
, go down to the sea every Fall and al debt stood at 28V2 billion dollars. has been forged in every case exam m
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor
take part in the world’s carrying By 1919 it had increased almost ten ined, nevertheless, not only the pro
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
trade during the Winter months. Of fold to 241 billions. This total includes moted officiers, but their associates
12.00 Bible School with classes for
it
it
course, a compromise type of vessel the debt of the United States and Tins- , treat the promotions as genuine, and ^ a£
soon and women.
sia
but
neither
of
these
countries
has
fitted to navigate both the lakes and
their new honors are willingly con
m
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
the ocean would have to be evolved, official representation at the present ceded, the idea being that some day i
m
followed by ser- 1
but that would come about naturally. conference.
Wilhelm or one of his sons will try to
mon.
I
France and Great Britain have the recover the throne and reward his
The United States is destined to be
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday j
come the great coal supply depot of largest debts of the allied nations loyal servants with something more
evening at 7:30.
j
the world. Vessels adapted to the participating. The British debt, ac substantial than titles and phrases.
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at |
Lake Superior ore trade could also cording to English Public Finance, a
Many military orders and decora
7:30.
I
M
handle' to advantage coal to South study by the Bankers Trust Company tions are awarded in the same manner.
All Seats free.
!
America and Europe during the Win of New York, reached its maximum It is also noticed that Wilhelm has i
about 40 billion dollars, at the end of
First Congregational Church
I ter months.
again adopted the habit of signing
1919. France’s debt is 46 billions
But
it
may
be
asked,
if
the
St.
telegrams addressed to loyalists in
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
Lawrence project offers the greatest but France owes Great Britain some Germany with his name followed by
Morning Worship at 10.30.
opportunity for profit in the world. 2V2 billions. The debt of the United “ Imperator Rex." Vorwaerts jokingly
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with
i why has it not long ago been under- States is 25 billions.
classes for men and women.
Despite her own enormous debt.
! taken? There are many reaons, but
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
the controlling one is this; the profits , England participates in the eonferEvennlng service at 7 o’clock.
|from the creation of the St. Lawrence ' ence as a creditor nation among the
Prayernseeting Tuesday evenings at
route will go to the public. It is not European belligerents represented.
7.30.
^
(
with over 100 years of Success
an enterprise that can possibly be The debts of the other former belli
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even - 1
undertaken by private capital to make gerents are not offset by credits,
ings weekly.
1
money. Had this been possible, it whereas in the case of Great Britain
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
would long ago have been completed. her allies owe her for money advanced
afternoons weekly.
Where public welfare is concerned. about eight billion dollars. This sum
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets j
! however, one finds few willing to give is more than the amount Great Bri
the second Wednnesday of each
; the time and energy required to carry tain borrowed from various foreign
month.
D octor's Favorite Prescription
i an enterprise from the stage of a nations, chief of whom is the United
lor Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Cramps,
States.
i mere project ta practical success,
Methodist Episcopal
C’hille, Sprains, Strains, and many other
The Bankers Trust Company's stu
internal and axtarnal ilia
Corner School and Military Streets. iI “ Further than this, in order to
dy shows that the debt owed Great
All dealers.
and M) cents.
carry
out
the
St.
Lawrence
project,
at
Hev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
Britain is estimated to be probably
i least four governmental bodies must j
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
50 per cent recoverable. The display
grant consent or take an active part. ;
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
of national balance sheets at the con
viz: the Governments of the United I
ized and Graded Classes for all.
ference may, among other things, lead
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting ajnd States and of the State of New York, to an accurate estimate of what the
and those of the Dominion of Canada
' Preparatory Members Class.
debt owed to Great Britain is really
t.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting and the Province of Ontario. The
under the auspices of the Bpworth i various private interests which have worth as a recoverable asset.
League.
I reason to oppose the St. Lawrence
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service I route have found it easy, through one ! Push your work. Don't let your
with vested chorus choir
Bright eyes, a dear skin and a body
or the other of these governmental 1work push you. You may have a lot
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
full o f youth and health may be
to
do.
hut
if
you
go
at
it
with
zest
j organizations, to hinder united acTuesday evening.
i you will he surprised at how quickly yours if you will keep your system
|tion.
it can be accomplished. It is only the in orde( by regularly taking
Christian 8cience
( “ The reason why the St. Lawrence
at
Presbyterian
dreaded
duty pushing you on from beSunday Service
|project has at last reached a stage
•hind which assumes the appearance of
Cbnrch, 11 A. M.
G 0 L D M E M I.
i where there is promise that it may
a nightmare. Tackle it and it sue
FIR ST CHURCH OF HOULTON i become a reality is because an organieumbs without a struggle.
! zation has been effected under which
Unitarian
fourteen States of the Northwest have
CAPSULES
FORECLOSURE
Military Street at Kelleran
Whereas, Harry A. ( ’base of Lime
united in a league to promote this
Made by Postum Cereal Codnc
Preaching Service regularly e v ery ; project, and are doing it officially stone in the county of Aroostook and T h « world’s standard remedy for kidney*
Battle Creek,Mich,
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
through their State Governments.
dated February 24th, 1917. and record enemies of liie and looks. In use since
Sept. 19, Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
“ If this organization continues and ed in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds, 1696. AU druggists, three sizes.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00 ;
b u b * G old Medal on every box
the work of promotion, public educa Volume 297, Page 24, for a valuable Look fo r Ike
end accept no imitation
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
consideration, conveyed to Robert ().
tion and planning the details of the Denton of Uaribou in said county, the
Court Street
Tel. 186-W j
enterprise is carried on with the same following described pieces or pan-els
energy and ability that would be the of real estate, situate in said town of
case
if the project were being further Limestone in that part known as the
A ,A
ENGINEERS APPROVE
Mansur land, to wit: Lots numbered
ed as a private enterprise by a power Seven (7) and Eight (S), according to
T O
ST. LAWRENCE CANAL ful financial syndicate, then the sue plan and survey of said Mansur land
Hearings on the proposal to develop cess of the project appears certain.” made by P. L. Hardison, in June 19<>9,
the St. Lawrence River so that ocean
a copy of which is filed in the Aroos
The United States section of the took Registry of Deeds Office.
going vessels may reach the Great
commission is composed of former
Now. therefore, by reason nf*“ the
Lakes, making a waterway from the
United States Senator Obadiah Gardin breach of the conditions thereof. I
heart o f North America direct to the
er of Maine and former United States claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Continent of Europe, will be held be
ROBERT (). DENTON
Senator Clarence D. ( ’lark of Wyom
Bv his Attonn-v,
fore the International Joint Commis
ing. William H. Smith is Secretary.
W.
P. HAMILTON
sion in New York, Oct. 19. 20 and 21.
:’,41
A vacancy exists in one of the United October 4, 1920.
This commission is composed of
representatives of the United States
and Canadian Governments.
P P W F F F J tt r WOOD-BURNING F U W N A fF S
Evidence to be taken at these hear
ings and at hearings to be held in
Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, Cleve
ready to heat your house, store,
land, Albany and Boston and several
hall, school or church easily,
Canadian cities during October is ex
pected to have an important bearing
quickly, thoroughly.
upon the report which the commission
Is preparing, as to the desirability of
OUR
joint action by the two Governments.
FU RN ACES
In report of a previous survey, made
The Sedan has become a per
for the American Society of Mechanic
d o wonderful work under all
al Engineers by Horace C. Gardner
manent part of the substantial
kinds of conditions, and they
of Chicago, a member of the Great
Lakes Tidewater Commission, he
domestic life of the nation
stand up for years without
asserted that the opening up of the
repairs.
This could not be so if the car
Great Lakes to ocean-going vessels
would be the real remedy for the
were not deserving in the sense
Send for our catalog.
country’s annual freight blockade, and
of being good and economical
that the saving in coal might amount
to 100,000,000 tons a year. Also it was
said that immigration would be sti
HAM ILTON-GRANT CO. Dealers, Houlton, Maine
mulated and the problem of the distri
The gasoline consumption is unusually low
bution of man power greatly systemat
The tire milage is unusually high
ized.
The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, a professional engineering
organization with 13,000 membership,
through its official journal has given
special attention to the project. It is
not an enterprise that can possibly be
undertaken by private capital. It Is
not to make money, according to
Charles Whiting Baker, editor and
engineer, and a New York member of
the Executive Committee of the Na
tional Public Works Department Asso
ciation. In a paper prepared for the
society's journal, Mr. Baker says the
project Is by far the most important
engineering enterprise now proposed
and that it promises to yield a larger
public benefit in proportion to its
cost than any engineering work of
the first magnitude ever undertaken.
"Although this project offers the
greatest opportunity for profit in the
world," says Mr. Baker, “ It has not
Cates Garage, Mechanic Str.
been started chiefly because the prof
Phone 27-R Houlton
its from the creation of the St. Law
rence route will go to the public.
Were private capital able to ac
complish the task it would have been
completed long ago.
"The economics o f transportation
----- B R O A D W A Y P H A R M A C Y ----have been revolutionized in the last
half century In that terminal expenses
N e x t to E lk s C lu b P r e s c r ip tio n D ru g g is t
M a in S tre e t
and not the cost of hauling between

CHURCH SERVICES
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Houlton Trust Co.

it

Pays interest o f 2 per cent on it
it Daily Balances o f $500 or over it

it
it
it
it

it

Compound Interest o f 4 per cent
it
it on Savings Accounts o f a n y
it Amount.....................................

7:00 Song Service

~lhat Sprinkle ofSugar

Same Old Standby

Johnson’s
Anodyne

Liniment

over your cereal dish
is expensive and it is
a needless expense.
Try the rich flavor o f

Grape*Nuts

W om en
M a d e Young

A blend o f wheat and malt
ed barley rich in its own
sw eetn ess.

G rape*N uts requires no sugar
and this is only one
fe a tu re o f its gen
eral u se fu ln e ss
an d econom y.

A t Grocers
Everywhere
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D odge Brothers
Four D oor Sedan

WOOD 9 BISHOPCO., Bangor, Maine “ tT *

H and & Harrington
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the grimness characteristic of Russian Club, declared the loss of the majority
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
cities, reminders of her bygone glories of teachers from the schools was due
at
Cccial
Low
r'"i;;ts
ou
ail
Jewelry
at
Large
stock
of
Alarm
Clocks
and tragedies were to he found even to the lack ot opportunity for them to
No Clocks accepted fo r Repairs at
Osgood s during October.
Osgood's, at pleasing prices.
before the World War restored her use their own initiative, and not, in
Osgood s until further notice.
P ortlan d W oman Had Suffered For autocracy.
In the Lazienki Gardens
Pigs For Sale— W h ite Chester. Apply Cabbage in any quantity may be had by
Ten Years— Gains Tw elve Pounds
to A. E. Astle, Tel. 291-M.
phoning 25-1. A. R. Gamming. Houl- O liver T y p e w rite r For Sale. Practiis a monument to John Sobieski, who the majority of cases, to the small
catty new. Mav be seen at the
T akin g Tanlac
The problem For Sale— One Grand Piano. I nquire ton. Me.
tf
stemmed the advance of the Turks in salaries paid them.
TIMES office.
28
Europe, a figure as picturesque as confronting the people is to find some
at TIMES Office.
242
Lady wishes to assist w ith bookkeep
“ I didn't believe half of what they Paderewski, who now sees his land a
way to restore to classroom teachers Salesmen W anted to solicit orders for
ing or typewriting in the afternoon. Coupons fo r ty p e w rite r ribbons may
were saying about Tanlac but since
barrier to Bolshevisms westward
14Mp
lubricating oils, greases and paints. Apply A. Z. Times Office.
be exchanged at the TIMES office
a
chance
to
use
that
initiative
which
have gained twelve pounds in weight spread. It was in 1683 that a Turkish
Salary or Commission. Address The
for any machine.
I know for myself what it will do, force had thrown itself in crescent is the real satisfaction and joy in life. Todd Oil & Paint Co., Cleveland. O. W hy pay city prices for Jew elry in
Moulton when can rave you from 10
142p
said Mrs. Mary E. Mitchell, 102 formation around Vienna. The en
“ There is, of course,” he added, “ the
Students
buy
Fountain
Pens
at
to 50';; by trading with Osgood.
Osgoods and have initials Engrav
Presumpscot St.. Portland, Maine
campment was no less threatening question of increased salaries. The re
ed on them Free.
C A R D OF T H A N K S
“ For ten years before I started tak because it resembled a circus rather
For Sale— Farm 55 acres w ith stock.
ply to the request of our teachers for
We wish to thank our friends and
Twelve minutes to electric road,
Ing Tanlac,” continued Mrs. Mitchell than a siege, with its herds of camels
increased compensation will inevitably neighbors for the kindness shown us 21■_> miles to Gardiner. John O. Read. Subscriptions fo r any M agazine or
“ I had been suffering from a bad form and luxurious tents and baths and
in
oar
great
affliction,
in
the
death
Newspaper may be left at the
Route 14, Gardiner.
<f4 i
be ‘it costs money; we cannot afford
of our beloved son, husband and
of stomach trouble and had been told parrots within and fountains without.
TIMES Office, where the lowest price
it.’ How long since is it that we can brother.
it was incurable. I could noe eat any
Farm W an ted — Wanted to hear from can
obtained.
“ Mighty events often hinge on not afford to spend money for the
We also appreciate greatly the
owner of farm or good land for safe j
--- --------------------thing without suffering agony after slender circumstances. Sobieski hesi
assistance
given
us
by
the
American
education of our children upon whom
woith the pi ice asked. L. ( . Jones, j a Valued Subscriber says “ E v e ry tim e
ward, and for three years hadn't so
Red
Cross,
the
Chester
Briggs
Post
tated because Leopold.
Austria’s the very backbone of democracy rests?
Box 551, Oine\, 111.
14 ’. i that I have used these columns for
much as tasted a piece of meat. I also
Emperor, first declined to address If the children of this generation are American Legion, the G. A. R. and all
soldiers and sailors.
! W anted by the Bangor Lum ber Co. at selling articles, they have been sucsuffered terribly with rheumatism in
him as ‘ His Majesty.’ But. Sobieski’s to be the support of the business, of
«essful.” Try them.
Mr. & Mrs. William Brewer
Sherman 50 Tie Makers.
Good
the back of my neck, my shoulders
hesitation is said to have vanished the professions and of the political .
Mrs. Ida Brewer
chance.
For particulars write or
and hands. My head ached something
Mr. & Mrs. Burpee Brewer
; telephone ( ’has. W. Bowers', Sherman T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r ail Machines
when he learned that the French ; world of the coming generation, then I
awful all the time, and sometimes the
Mr. & Mrs. Hai ry Brewer
as well as Carbon Paper made bv
Mills. Me.
543p
Ambassador had written to Louis XIV tany investment we may make in their !
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Dogde
pain from the rheumatism and head
Webster—There’s none better. Cali
who rather hoped for the worst for education is well worth while.
Moulton, Oct. 25. 192(1.
aches together would nearly drive me
For Rent— The lunch room known as or w ad to TIMES Office.
Austria. ‘Don't trouble yourself. Sob- j Lt.-Gov. (’banning H. Cox, candidate
the Dobbins Lunch room, 26 Bangor
distracted. My hands, too, pained me
ieski is too fat to sit on a horse and |for Governor on the Republican ticket,
street,
also large front room' suitable For R ent— 75 acres of sod land fo r
The
world
is
heginning
to
learn
a lot, and often became so numb and
fight.’ The ‘fat man’ rode his charger j
next seasons planting. iy 2 mile*
for small business. Good location.
dead I could not begin to use them into the thick of the fight, helping j declared that rural schools in nearly that there is a close connection be For particulars applv on premises. lrom C. P. station.
Inquire of
all
sections
report
a
substantial
in
tween the moral faculties and the
My nerves were in such bad shape it
143 Augustus Parks, Tei. 354-W.
hew his way to where the Turkish j crease of enrollment over last year.
physical’ health. Absolute purity of
442
was impossible for me to get a good
Grand Visier stood, and after the j “ Tile need of making these schools
ted — A girl or woman fo r general
one’s thought and life means good W an
night's sleep. I finally became so weak
housework
in
a
fam
ily
of
two.
in
a
battle handed one o‘‘ that dignitary's strong modernized institutions is more
health, good thinking and good work. new house with every convenience to Merchants and Professional Men do
and run-down I could barely get
stirrups to an aid with the command. evident." lie added. “ The reason of
not have to buy coupon books for
To return to our Maker at the make housework easy. A good place typewriter ribbons. Buy your ribbons
around, and would be down in bed
Take it to the Queen and tell her that fered for the increase is that crowded
for
one
desiring
pleasant
surround
close of life our body scarred and
just about every other day unable to
at the TIMES Office as you need them.
he to whom it belonged is defeated ! housing conditions and the high cost
worn by immorality and heedlessness ings. Mrs. W. B. Gibson, Court st reet.
do a thing.
and slain.’
of living in the city are gradually instead of the beautiful body he
“ I had been taking Tanlac but a short
A chance to own a desirable honm of G irls W anted fo r Clothes Pin Factory
They will tell you this story, with driving people back into the country. gave us, is a most ungrateful return
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
7 rcAoms and bath, situated on
while when I felt so much better
much detail, in Warsaw, about a little In the past many farms have been for a life of wonderful opportuni Bowdoin street, corner Maple, con work. Inquire at office of Summit
deeded to eat a piece of beefsteak,
taining two-thirds of an acre of land, Lumber Company. Houlton or write
coffee house on the Gra’oen. This oof-1abandoned because parents moved to ties.
and to show you what a bad condition
t?
house
contains all modern conveni to above Company at Davidson.
fee house was kept by a descendant of town so as to place their children in
I had been in, my husband actually
ences. hardwood floors, furnace and
brave Polish boy who carried ' good schools. This is the time for the
electric fights. Price ion application W anted to purchase collections of old
became frightened when he saw me
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
through the Turkish lines to Sobieski's rural district to clinch its victory.
postage stamps, old envelopes con
to Mrs. Mary Drake, Tel. 341-4.
tf
start to eat it. Well sir, it didn’t hurt
In the District Co art of the United States
taining
postage stamps issued prior
headquarters an urgent call for his Nature is all on the side of the country
the
Norther
for
-n Di vision of the Disme a particle, and from that day to
Big Belgian Mare Sale. Novem ber 5. to 1880. E. B. Brown. 56 Chambers
city’s succor. He was rewarded with as the place for bringing up children."
trie-t of Maitio;
Tn Bankruptcy.
this I have been eating just anything
1920. 25 Registered Mares: 25 Red street. New Haven, Connecticut.
In inmtter ur
|
permission to open the first coffee ;
9p
I want and everything agrees with me
Here,y E. Burl.y
! e y Roan Grade Mares; 5 Belgian Stallions
In
Bankrupt
house in Vienna, and there originated, |
Highest
quality
and
"breeding.
Send
Batik
r
JUJ|<
perfectly. The rheumatism and head
Gallup
Warner. Syracuse. Farm For Sale— A farm consisting of
in jest at the defeated enemy’s forma- 1
Tu the ereilit i >rs of said I’eivy L. for list
aches have left me entirely and for
150 acres near the Woodstock and
‘
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tion, the crescent-shaped bun known
Burli1y O f Ash la nd in the county of X. V.
the first time in years I am free from
Houlton Road. Richmond, N. B. 50
A
run
stunk
and
let
sM’t
aforesaid,
bunkaround the world as the Vienna roll. I
acres in wood and Lumber, running
pain. My nerves are just splendid,
rupt.
!
N O T IC E BY C O M M IS S IO N E R S
Other cities have lost their political
to the Maine boundary line. Three
Xu tire is hereh;
and I can sleep like a child all night
■n that on the 22 ml
Houlton. Me. Oct. 13, 1920 miles to the C. P. R. station, Houlton.
importance and held their heads high
<
1
;
i
\
i>
f
'
adobe.-,
A
.
1
>
1
'.'I’
ii
the
said
1
’ervy
long, always get up in the mornings
Aroostook ss.
For further particulars apply to Lee
because of a proud pas, but Warsaw,
1.
I! u r l> y \v a s o' u 1 y a d j u d i We, the undersigned, having been McBride on premises. P. O. address
feeling greatly refreshed, and my
cated
bankrupt;
and'
Shat the first meeting duly appointed
persecuted as it was, has a highly im- j
by the Honorable Woodstock, N. B., R. R. No 3, Carleton
strength has returned so that I can do
of creditors will he held at the office of
portant economic present. In normal i
Nicholas Fessenden, Judge of Probate Co.
440p
Edw-i ii E. Vail, in Hu 111ton on the loth day
my housework with perfect ease. I
times it was the geographical centre 1 It’s not HOW MUCH you know—it’s of X uy,'tuber, A. 1>., ItE’ti at PI o'rlu rk within and’ for said County, Commis
never expect to be Without Tanlac in
sioners to receive and decide upon the
of Europe, the local point for rail the useful knowledge that counts. No in
the
forencmi
at
which
tit ne
claims of the creditors of Alba G.
my home again, for I think it is the
education
conies
so
near
to
meeting
the
said creditors may attend,
prove
shipments from Russia and Asia to
Walker
late of Houlton in said County,
greatest medicine on earth.”
the needs of the average young man
Western Europe, even though the or woman as a business education. It their claims, appoint a trustee, examine deceased, whose estate has been rep
the bankrupt, and transact such other
Tanlac la sold in Houltonby Munro’s
actual western terminus of the Trans- costs little and pays big. Right now business as rnav properly come before resented insolvent, hereby give publicW est End Drug Store, Island Falls by
notice agreeably to the order of said
Siberian Railway was at Moscow, and is the time to get it. New up-to-date said meeting.
Judge of Probate, that six months
8. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stanley
courses.
O.
A.
Hodgins,
Prim,
Houl
Dated at Houlton. <>ct. ZZnd,
its location on the Vistula gave it a
from and after the third Tuesday of
Borrlll, Littleton by L. F. Hall, Smyr
ton, Me.
E D W I N L. VAIL,
place on Europe’s inland waterways
August, 19211- have b*een allowed to
Referee in Bankruptcy.
na Mills by Clyde C. Brown, Easton
said Creditors to present and prove
comparable to that of St. Louis on the
by Robt. N. Miller, Soldier Pond by
their claims, and that we will attend
N
o
tice
of
F
ir
s
t
M
eeting
of
C
red
ito
rs
Mississippi. Its output of shoes, metal
to the duty assigned ns at the office
A. F. Daigle & Son, Oakfield, L. A.
articles and cotton makes its product In the District Court of the United States
of Aaron A Putnam in said Houlton
Barker Co.—Adv.
for the Northern Division of the Dis
on tlie eight day of November, 1920 For'S ale a Desirable: House 1st on P ark
sound like that of a busy New England
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
and the seventeenth day of February,
AYenue, with about 2% acres of
city, and its long commercial arm Tn the matter of
|
1921
at
two
o'clock
ia
the
afternoon
good
land adjoining it, suitable for a
In Bankruptcy
even reached out to drop half a n il- David Brewer
of each of said da vs.
large garden or a “ Village Farm.”
SPLENDORS OF WARSAW
Bankrupt
j
ion dollars’ worth of beet sugar into
GEORGE A. GORHAM
I Apddy to E. E. Burleigh' or Mrs. P. C.
To
the creditors
of said
Da v i d
Some picturesque anecdotes concern America in those different days before
AARON A.. PUTNAM
| Newbegin, 60 Pleasant Si*., Houlton,
Brower
of
<’ary
in
tlir
of
Maine.
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342
Commissioners.
ing Warsaw, at present the center of 1914.
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
Warsaw takes pride in its theatres, rupt.
world attention, its progress in science
Notice is hereby' given that on the Path
arts and letters, is contained in a that for the Polish drama and ballet day of October. A. D.. 192 a the said
recent bulletin of The National being an especially beautiful building David Brewer was duly adjudicated
with two theatres under one roof. In bankrupt, and that the first meeting of
Geographic Society.
artistic
dancing Warsaw is pre-emi his creditors will be held at the office of
“ Warsaw,” says the bulletin, “ is to
nent:
the
mazurka and the polonaise Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on the 12th
Poland what Paris is to France. No
r ii h ii u m iu ir n i i i i ii n i l in i i i i i i ii h i ii' ii nr ii »» ii~H 'ii n m iiHH ii ni'ii' »« '»
day of Nov.. A. D. 1220 at 10 o'clock
other people, in all the world’s history, being two characteristic steps. Its in the forenoon at which time the said
No. 7i)-- :4ami containing 200 acres; 57 acres machine-worked fields; 30
has borne oppression so bravely and university has a notable book collec creditors may attend, prove their claims
acres pasture: balance- wood and lumber, lots of hardwood, old growth.
appoint
a
trustee,
examine
the
bankrupt
tion
and
many
scientific
specimens.”
gloriously as the Poles, except the
Fine pair y iung horses, 4 and 6 years old, weighs 3100; 3 smaiJ horses. 29
awd- transact such other business as may
Jews. The vivacity, the gayety and
milk cows, mostly Jerseys, one Holstein E'en. 1 hog, 12 hens, 70 tons hay,
properly come before said meeting.
550 busheUr oats, 12 acres potatoes. All kinds of good machinery, includ
the quick wit of the Warsaw’s people
■uUober lOtli, HO*.
EXPLAINS WHY
I Dateil at Houlton.
ing reaper and*binden: farm wagon, set bob sleds. long sled, single wagon
FJD'WTX L VATL,
is a constant reminder of Paris All
and
pung. one year's wood in shed; 9-room house, shed 15x25, milk room,
TEACHERS
QUIT
|
Referee in Bankruptcy.
this, too. in a city where the most
good barn., with tie-up for 36 cows and 5 hunrses. Lumber all '.cutvand mostly
Payson
Smith,
state
commissioner
i
gruesome tragedies have stalked.
sawed foi a new bam. Buildings are well* protected with lightning roads.
N o tice of F ir s t M eeting o f C red ito rs
Also ice house, hen and hog house. Cellar for 2000 barrels potatoes; small
’As recently as the years of our own of education, formerly of Maine, in ;
Itr the D is tr ic t C o urt o f ttie U n ite d
orchard. Farm is in good cultivation. Milk route of 250 quarts daily at
Civil War the Russian Army mowed addressing the Boston Principals’ S ta te s fo r th e N o rth e rn D iv is io n of th e
2<ic per quart. Two good milk carts. Five miles from Houltom. Me. • Price
rrr BJanVuruptcy.
down thousands of men and women as Association at the Twentieth Century D is tr ic t of M ain e .
for the i jfave.' $21.«nr.
In Matter of
i
they knelt in the snow, singing their
Norman W. <ii;is f
In Binkruptcy
national anther.i. Deportations are an
Bankrupt.
old story in Warsaw, every effort at
To (lif rrediturs of said Norman \V.
nationalization was followed by slaugh
Ch;iO‘ of Wto-tlfld in the county of
Coffee that, delights
Aroostook. and District aforesaid. bank
ter, and hundreds marched the long
rupt.
O ffic e at Hagerman’s Piano Parlors,
Houfton, Maine
Maine folks and
trail to Siberian exhe.
Notice is lifts by given that on in.- VJnd
P e e l Ri g h t Of t
“ But Poland’s spirit.” continues the
day of *<t., A. 1
1’. *2" the stud Norman
folks who visit
bulletin, “ became a synonym for the
W. <‘ iiase was duly adjudicated bank
F. «f>i l y — Q u i c k l y — P c i n l c s t l y
rupt; and that rile first meeting f credi
Indomitable. The success of the Russi
Maine* folks.
tors will he he ii at the otlice of Edwin B.
W h en You T o u ch T h e m W il h
fication of Poland has been described
Vail, in Houlton. mi the l.'tli da\ ot Nov .
Your neighborhood dealer
as the process of keeping 12,000,609
.iX D., 1920. at 10 o'cioek in the forenoon,
•ells this superior coffee.
Poles pinned to Russia by bayonets.
at which time the said creditors may a t 
tend prove their claims, appoint a trus
Politically non-existent, for even Po
tee. examine the bankrupt am: transact
land’s name was expunged from all
. w h other business as may pro|*crly co .t,.
official Russian records, the pre-war
before said riveting.
T H U R S T O N and KINGSBURY C O ..
At
Warsaw vied with world capitals in
Dated at Bonbon. Member l'2 p <I. l.-iD
Bangor, Maine,
EDwrx l. v.trr..
science, particularly medicine, in
Referee in Hankruutov.
manufacturing, in trade, and in litera
D ruggist*
ture.
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“ Though Warsaw betrayed none of
The last two stories by Albert Pay-

i T ’S GRANDEST ON
EARTH/ SHE SAYS

Suitii

M ilk & Potato Farm FOR SALE

G eo. S. H oskin, Real Estate Agent

“G E T S -IT

No Need to Sweeten

IGENTLEM
SeCOUNTRY
AN

of a large stock of second-hand
------------------- c a r s _____________

This wheat and malted bar
ley food is naturally sweet,
since twenty hours’ baking
and processing develop
su g a r from its own grains.

Perhaps you can buy this, too, in a
year or so, for $2.00; but I kn o w you
can read it right now, while it is new,
for $1.00. That sounds to me like a
bargain price for a really great story,
full o f action and thrills.

Esc

G r a p e *N u ts is easily
d ig e ste d and has a rich
fla v o r unlike that o f any
other ce re a l.

A n d if we figure that the
$2.00 book alone is worth
the $1.00 you pay when
you buy it in serial form
as part o f a year’s sub
scription for T h e C o u n 
t r y G e n t l e m a n , then
the rest o f the contents
of these 52 big weekly
issues must come to you
w ith o u t c o s t . And, be
sides this story, these
issues will bring about
2500 s t a u d a r d b o o k
pages of the soundest

1 9 1 7 R eo 1 9 1 6 D odge
1 9 2 0 Ford S T , , , , $ 3 5 0

It is h ealth fu l
and economical

W ill be sold at a bargain to
close out
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There'saReason
Ib stu m C e re a l C om pany,Inc.
B a ttle G reek . M ich igan .

son Terhune published in book form
have had a splendid sale at $2.00 a
copy. Mr. Terhune’s la te st story,
Black Gold, will appear for the first
time in the next eleven issues o f

All That are Left

Grape-Nuts

H ade

This $ 2 .0 0
Book
For $1.00

J ls ^ f o r ill

Just Mail Me Your Check— T O D A Y !
A.

C. T 0 Z I E R

60 Pi erce Ave.

**••«*( •**

Economy * '"1

|! H a n d
^

&

H arrington

Cates Garage, Houlton, Maine

and m ost helpful guid
ance on every problem
o f your farm business
and o f the home econ
om y. Y o u ’ ll get articles
on Pure-Breds by Pick
ett, the D epartm ent o f
Agriculture by M arquis,
P la n t D is e a s e s
by
O ’Brien, Tenant F a rm 
ing by Johnson, Cut-over
Land by L ovejoy, O r
ch ard s b y D o u g la s s ,
Poultry by Lewis, 52
issues for 1 dollar!

^
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Phone 527-1
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TAGE FIViS

police of the air; and develop and and other valuables were taken.
billed pride and suffocation when he ly 33 amperes of current to the cable
maintain a personnel for the air ser
It has been alleged that the soviet arrived, and it was evident that he
at 375 volts, the current being inter
vice which would give the maximum, authorities in Moscow intended to could never be got out of his un
rupted by a transmitter.
tactical scientific and commercial bring the Czar to trial and have him wonted finery by any method less
There is created about the cable au
development. In fact, if the present punished only after decision by a legal drastic than cutting him out.
electro magnetic field and into this the
amounts of money appropriated for tribunal. Some color is given to this
Still, no manner of wearing a com
Mrs. Chas. H. Fogg left Monday |the army, navy and Post Office and claim by a Bolshevist report stating plete costume ever equals in comic vessel sailed. Visible evidence of the
piloting device on the Semmes was a
subscriptions are evening for Boston to visit friends. j other branches were lumped, about 30 that the perpetrators of the murders effect some of the savages’ combina small
table back of the wheel man, on
Mrs. Parker P. Burleigh is in Bos- j or 40 per cent, more could be ac- were arrested, tried and executed, the tions of unrelated items. One vener
which
were the amplifiers and the ap
ton where she is visiting her sister, jj complished and each department of motive for the crime being recog able African chieftain received his
paratus
used for the reception of
the
Government
could
be
given
better
Mrs. Boucher.
j
nized as a desire to discredit the European guests with an antiquated
signals fastened to the sides of the
j
service.
soviet authorities But the Times evening shoulder cape of pink-flowered
Mr. and Mrs. Lorn Hallett left last I
destroyer above the water line and
‘•France’s air force has 3,000 air investigator calls that trial a “ fake,’ j satin and spangles worn about his
week tor Florida, where they will
just where the superstructure breaks
planes or more. As an offensive avia and damning evidence of the complie- j waist as an apron, while his white
make their home in the future.
the line of the deck. These reception
tion,
on a footing which won kl involve ity of the Lenin-Trotzky regime is wool was martially covered by a
.
| Mr. Emery Hall, who has been eminstruments were held at an angle
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Davis of Winter- ployed a8 Janftor of the G vv RfcharUs quick mobilization, two thousand air-] furnished by Capt. MeCullagh. The military hemlet.
from the side of the vessel and they
port, formerly of Houlton, are in town , Mock f0, the pas. 3 vear8 ha8 re8ign. planes and in addition the observation chief assassin, after reporting what
Still another conducted important look like large picture frames painted
airplanes required for immediate duty had been done to Moscow, not only negotiations with an exploring party
visiting friends.
I ed
black.
Geo. Campbell of Littleton has pur-1 Mlss Vle Carpe]ller left Monllay with the troops) would seem a very went unpunished, but was actually clad simply and impressively in a
chased the property on High street o f , evening for New y ork city to purchase modest beginning. This is what all rewarded. Yurovsky, who began the j lady’s large Gainsborough hat, a pair
MISS EVA MCG1NLEY
J. A. Anderson.
i gOG(j s tor jyIrs ^ ora Tal)er, Highland airmen desire to see brought about, shooting by killing the Czar, had held of high cavalry boots and a necklace*
because they are convinced that the the presidency of the soviet’s “ex of glistening tin ornaments used to
The Misses Lena and Gladys Cyrj Ave.
TEACHER
OF THE VIOLIN
safety of this country can be threaten traordinary commission” at Ekater decorate Christmas trees.
have gone to Bangor where they will J claren(:e , rvine picked a n u m ber of
Studio:
Sincock
Block
ed more from the air than from any inburg and was heard to boast that
spend the winter.
|whlte daisie8 on Tuesday morning;
other place.
Tel. 434-5 for appointment
440p
he had condemned to death 00 per
Mr. and Mrs Earl Lewin, who are j reminds us that Indian si mmer is still
NAVY PILOTING
“ It is interesting to note that the sons suspected of anti-Bolshevik sen
teaching In Bridgewater, spent the with us.
maxima distance over water from timents. After the slaughter of the
CABLE TESTED
week-end at home.
Dr. Randall returned last week from
Europe to the United States is only imperial family he was promoted to
The navy gave recently a demonstr
Lieut. E. J. Kidder and Sam Wilson Presque Isle where she has been about 300 miles, if the route is taken be commissioner of life insurance and
ation of the radio piloting cable which
I returned Friday from a successful ! spending the summer accompanied by i via Panada, Greenland, Iceland and “ now occupies the most handsome* is being developed to protect vessels Money back without question
tf HUNT’S 8atv« telle in the
|Theodosia Brown.
hunting trip on “ B.”
the islands north of Great Britain. house in Ekaterinburg, which was of the merchant marine at sea and to treatment of ITCH, RCZBMA.
j
Miss
Phyllis
Irvine,
eldest
daughter
TETTER or
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Hutchins of
Th<> distance across the Behring Strait confiscated from a merchant.” And facilitate their entrance into harbor RINGWORM,
other itching akin dieeeeee.
Try a 75 cent box. at our riek.
Bridgewater were in town one day last |of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Irvine of from Siberia to Alaska is only twenty- as if to bring home the c rime to its when fog is heavy.
! this town and Don Nightengale of
LEIGHTON & FEELEY
week calling on friends.
i one miles In the future, air forces real instigators the local soviet lias
With the pilot house windows cover
Hodgdon were married in Woodstock
] coming by these routes may be suppli- been permitted to label the square ed with a heavy canvas, Commander
Mr. and Mrs. Oakes Bryson returned
Oct. 18th.
] ed completely by airships, even if overlooking the scene of the massa Norton of the d e s tr o y er Semmes
home Thursday from New York where
J. Dal Luther, the well known bari
they have no vessels on the water to cre with a large sign bearing the piloted his vessel from near tin*
they spent their honeymoon.
tone, will on Thursday be one of the
j supply them; or, if they have a com- words. “ National Vengeance* Square.” Ambrose Channel Lightship to Fort
Miss Louise Chamberlain of the
soloists at the Dream Theatre, which
! bination of both, the matter is facilitatLafayette in the Narrows, following a
Houlton Trust Co. clerical department,
is drawing crowded houses to hear ] ed just so much.
i
magnetized
pilot cable. He picked up
enjoyed a week’s vacation last week.
WORE LADY’S HAT
the Dream players.
the cable and guided the Semmes in
Friends of Miss Frances Mansfield
What
Has
Been
Done
Members of Rockabema Lodge I. O.
AND ARMY BOOTS by “ listening in" and steering to port
when getting ready for
will be sorryVto learn that she is con
O. F. are reminded of the big supper I “ A British airship has already crossNo American dealer in old clothes and starboard as the volume of sound
fined to her home by a badly sprained
1
ed
the
Atlantic,
and
Germany,
as
is
that
hunting trip don’t
after the work of the lodge Thursday
(if, indeed, any one* in these days sells indicated his position.
knee.
well
known,
had
some
ready
to
do
so
evening, Oct. 28. Every member is
forget your
Hon. B. W. Howe of Patten was in
Assisted by an Officer
if the war lasted longer.
his old clothes) has established a
expected to be there.
j
town Saturday, returning from a trip
Like the little girl who wrote on her
“ It is necessary to organize a real business of such extent or intere*st as
Miss Mabel Thompson, who is teach
through New Brunswick, on his re
Lincoln composition “ I did this with
system
of
airways
through
the
country.
ing at Southeast Harbor, has been
that of John Hyman of Louden, whose*
a little help from mother," the com
turn home.
spending a week with her parents, Mr. With a good system of airways an air specialty it is to purchase* showy
mander was assisted by one of his
Mrs. T. V. Doherty and Mrs. J. A.
force
can
be
shifted
with
great
rapidi
and Mrs. A. M. Thompson, during a
costume's and discarded military and officers who once warned him, “ You
Donovan and young daughter, who
ty
from
one
coast
to
the
other,
or
forced closing of the school temporari-1
have been at Shin Pond for a time,
from Northern to Southern frontiers. official uniforms for disposal in the are at the turn, sir." and again, “ your
ly.
have returned home.
“ A system of airways would more Orient and Africa. Even the retiring course now is 33, sir." Radio men who
It’s the universal choice
Harry A. Mooers has resigned his
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Davis of Winterwatched the piloting of the Semmes
greatly
help
civilian
aviation
than
any
lord
mayors
of
London
have*
become,
of
all smokers who relish
position with the Hamilton Grant Co.
port were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
said afterward that they considered
and accepted a position with the well other one thing; in fact, without it almost by official tradition, his custom
a good smoke— All
J. G. Chadwick. High street, for
the demonstration to have been a
known firm of Wood Bishop Co. of civil aviation cannot be developed ers; and the cocke*d hat. goldlaeed success.
several days last weekdealers.
Bangor, where he will move with his because it is too expensive for any coat and knee* breeches at which, dur
The beautiful weather of Sunday was
This public test of the radio
one individual company or corpora ing one season, London has gazed
family.
taken advantage of by nearly every
tion to establish and maintain air- I with awe in the famous pageant of piloting cable was incidental to a
Mrs. J. H. Welden of England, who
one who was out enjoying it. Some
dromes
all through the country.
the lord mayor’s procession, are likely series of experiments the navy has j
has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
-weather for the 24th of October.
‘The other countries now have their the next season to delight the eyes of been making since Aug. 6. when the
Frank H. Putnam on Elm street, re
Contractor J. G. Chadwick has a
systems
well along in this respect, i Darkest Africa upon the proud person cable used was laid in the 16-mile
turned to New York Monday night
large crew at work on the potato
fairway of Ambrose channel, from overcome by our treatment. Write
The United States, which is most of a darkest African.
and will sail on the Mauretania on
warehouse for the Houlton local A. F.
Fort La Fayette to near the Ambrose for information
capable of maintaining a splendid
Thursday.
“ I have visited," says Mr. Hyman,
o f F. near the Grange Grist Mill.
channel lightship.
The source of
The many friends of C. Guy Porter, aviation and developing it actually as “ most of the great oriental bazaars
T H E NEAL IN S ffT U T E
The annual meeting of the Maine
power consists of a five-pound cycle
an
asset
for
commercial
purposes,
lags
and watched our goods being purchas
166
Pleasant
Ave.,
Portland, Maine
Teachers Assn, will be held in Bangor who was accidentally shot last week, behind.
motor generator located at Fort La
will be glad to know that his condi
ed. I have seen blacks solemnly walk
Telephone
4216
Thursday and Friday of this week,
Fayette. This developed approximate“We are convinced,” is the writer's
all-18-25 si
tion is most encouraging, even more
ing around with waistcoats buttoned
and many from Houlton will attend.
so than was hoped for. The day after conclusion, “ that aviation can only be behind instead of before, and even
The work on the First Baptist
put on its feet in this country
the accident an X ray was taken and
men wearing women’s costumes.
I
ohurch is progressing rapidly under
through the unification of all air
it was found that the small bone in
have seen enormously big fellows in
the direction of contractor Geo. Mc
activities, so as to obtain an economic
the leg was broken while the large
clothes so small that I <ou!d not
Nair, who has a large crew on the
al administration of this most im
bone was unharmed, which accounts
imagine for the life of me how they
F O R TH E M SE L V E S ----------portant element under persons who
for the excellent improvement.
got
into them, nor how they could get
At the annual meeting of the I. O.
are actually familiar with flying and out again.
The dates of the Aroostook Teach
O. F. of Maine, held last week in Ban
the things that go with it.”
ers’ Convention which was to have
Tilt* Prince de Joinville, when off i
gor, W. S. Lewin wag elected Deputy
been held at Presque Isle, November
the
Gabnn coast, once received on his
We have talked Jewelry and Silver
Grand Master o f the Grand Lodge of
11 and 12 has been changed to De
ship
an official visit from two chiefs,
ware so much lately, that you may
RUSSIA’S IMPERIAL FAMILY
Maine.
cember 9 and 10. This change has
father and son, who must, one would '
have come to the conclusion that we
Mrs. Bert 'Vyetmore and Miss Gladys
Three new versions of the assas-:
been
made
in
order
that
the
Conven
think,
have
been
Hyman’s
customers.
1
carry
no other kind of stock.
Crowley were in Presque Isle Thurs
i sination of the late Czar and his
tion may fit into the general scheme
They were known as Big Denis and
day to attend a meeting of the super
j family—one furnished by the London
If this is the fact, let us put you
of Educational Rallies of the State to
Little Denis, and each owned, for
visors of the Aroostook Telephone &
Times, another by the London Daily :
right. Our stock comprises every
better advantage. This change will
ceremonial
occasions,
a
military
uni
Telegraph Co.
Telegraph, and a third by Capt.
thing that can be found in an up-toform.
Mrs. Ferris of St. John. N. B., who not in any way detract from the Francis MeCullagh in the Nineteenth
date
Jewelry Store.
That of Big Denis was a French *
took part in the Red Cross entertain success of the Convention.
I Century—put an end forever to the
general’s,
which
his
wives
managed
to
ment last week, was.the gues of Mr.
rumor that the former ruler of Rus
This chapter deals with clocks.
and Mrs. Fred Manuel during her DECLARES AMERICA
sia and his household escaped their get him into; that of Little Denis was
Our clock department is guided by
stay in town.
enemies and are now somewhere in a Hussar's, and its intricate cut.
three policies: first, to sell only the
HELPLESS
IN
AIR
WAR
“ Ike” London of Bangor is in town
hiding. The evidence which thus j numerous buttons, straps and buckles
most reliable makes; second, to show
for a few weeks taking charge of the j
goes on record, gathered mainly and painfully small size proved quite
the largest variety of fine clocks and
Could Not Equip A viation Defense in
too much for him. He sent the prince
American Express Co’s, office during
from
eye-witnesses
in
Ekaterinburg,
exclusive
designs; and third, to offer
18 Months, Says General
the absence of Mr. Kalloch, who is
where the imperial familv was im- a despairing message, begging help,
the best values in each type of clock
M itchell
taking a vacation.
prisoned, tells of treatment without and a relief party of delighted mid
possible.
Christian Science services held each
parallel in the history of revolutions shipmen was sent to dress him and :
“ If war burst upon us now, we could
bring him aboard.
8unday at 11 a. m. Presbyterian
We have the Stately Flail clocks,
and of a closing scene whose horror
not
equip
our
aviation
in
less
than
a
They fulfilled their errand, lnit. with !
ohurch. Subject: “ Everlasting PuniBanjo and Mirrow clocks, Mantle
and brutality would turn the hearti
shment.” Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. year and a half with airplanes or air est of Czar haters into sympathizers. the mischievousness of their kind
clocks. Chamber clocks. Desk clocks,
ships, and we have no specific organi
Testimonial service.
traveling clocks in leather cases,
Eleven victims of Bolshevist blood- they so tightened every fastening of
John A. Millar has rented the build zation outside of the few paltry lust found their release from mental his over-tight attire that the poor
many with beautiful toned chimes,
ing on Pierce street, formerly oc i squadrons in the army,” says Brig. torture in death the Emperor, his youth was nearly bursting with comall priced reasonably. Any one of
cupled as a Bakery, where he has m ov-1General William Mitchell, Chief of wife, son. four daughters. Dr. Botthese would make a gift suitable for
«d his Candy Manufacturing and has jTraining and Operations, United States kjn an(J several servants. Lined up EATS EVERYTHING
any occasion.
Air Service, and former Commander
Already started work there.
by Jailer Yurovsky and bis armed
THAT COMES ALONG,
Mr®. Harry R. Burleigh, who has of the Air Service of the First Army band of twelve in the basement, of
1
and
Group
of
Armies,
A.
E.
F.
in
an
1>een in New York city for the past
NO MORE DIET
the Ipatiev house, they wen* told that
( out months, returned home last week, article under the title “Our Army's they were to be killed ;nxl immedi
“ A:: y o u IctVe ( m-.-H ;t <
- end to IIP-.
coming with Mr. Burleigh and son Air Service” in the September issue ately shot down, some members of
that is ‘a t ri c i al in ?)*■,•<!
1 f r i e nd i n 
Lawrence who went to New York by of The American Review of Reviews, the family being hayonetted after (If.-I,' I will wri t, , a tal t .-It
ti admi t the
i
“
Foreign
countries,"
he
continued,
auto.
they had fallen. The bodies were v a l u e o f \\>iir i i i f Ui f i i i f Dr. T r u e s
Jew eler and Optometrist
Mr. and Mrs. Theo. Ashman of “ already have airplane carriers of carted away and burned; from the Klixir lias f o r m e l >f l i e\f m e it d o n e no*
M arket Sq., Ifoulton
Kansas City were the guests last great speed—faster than any of our clothes of the dead, who had tried to g o o d , I eat e v e r y t h i n g t ! i a ’ c o i i ' e - a l o n g ,
no mi ,re (lief. T e v e n irb.il i a \ mion.s f< r
week of her sister, Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn, warships—equipped to carry airplanes. conceal the ir jewelry, precious s t o n e s a test. Is tli,-if tpd 11ii ■k a f f e ni ne l ong
spending a few day stay at her Actually, at the present time, nothing
y e a r s o n l y mi l k a n d e g g s 7“
r - . .1. l i.
( N u t ley, N. .1 ).
brother’s camp a Oakfleld, returning could stop a hostile air force from
Catarrh is an excessive secretion,
Her
one o 1 thousands
flying over the greater part of our
av*
to Houlton Monday.
accompanied with chronic inflamma wln-rc I >■: T r u e ' - 131i \ ir !i I- hel ped.
country.
Abner W. McGary, who has been
tion. from the mucous membrane. S u f f e r e r s o f
"The question now is, what shall be Hood’s Sarsaparilla acts on the mi mt h a v e >fa e ' >ti a ipa ' bill an d i ndi gest ion
connected with the McGary Shoe Store
I ,a \a t 1\ f
it is . ■ssetitial to
r.v !
Trim's Ll i xi t a n d
fo r some years, left last week for done in the future? Congress this year mucous membrane through the blood, g o o d hea l t h
inflammation, establishes heal ha.\ e no up 'ii egr et - : it u ill s u r e l y wi n
Portland wherp Mrs. McGary has been allowed a force of 1.520 officers and reduces
thy action, and rapidally cures all \c u r t h a n k s ,
ia.s.v
to
tala ■ -mi l d- 11r.
16.000
men
for
the
Air
Service,
and
an
for some time, and where Mr. McGary
cases of catarrh.
harmful drug
appropriation sufficient to equip tin*
will probably ^locate. ‘.
Mr. and
fforold Marriott re air units now in the service with !
turned from' fftefr wedding trip on modern airplanes. Tlmse constitute
•Thursday and spent a few days with about 350 airplanes with the squad-;
France has ten times this
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cleve rons.
land, returning to their home in Bos number in her army at present, or
3.000 airplanes. Practically all the
HOME—Be it ever so humble or rich
ton on Saturday night’s Pullman.
in splendor, flowers make it richer in
Mr. and Mri. Geo. A. Gorham spent flying personnel in every service
comfort and cheerfulness.
tbe week-egd at their delightful cot advocates a unification of activities
There need be no artificial empha
tage at Grand Lake, and on Sunday under 0” e central control in order to
sis to enhance the beauty of flowers
cut
out
the
overheads
that
now
exist
or the message of good they bring
entertained with a family reunion in
into this world. Even a simple plant
For the woman w ho demands com 
honor of the birthday of Mrs. Gorham with aviation divided among army,
or a vase of but a few flowers will
navy,
marine
and
coast
guard,
Post
and son Joe. It being the latters 17th.
brighten the whole surroundings and
fort
as
well
as
style
in
her
footwear,
Office
and
all
sorts
of
different
places.
The annual meeting of the Southern
the very soul of the disconsolate.
Aroostook Chapter of the American Such unification would secure an econ
Nature has ordained flowers as its
we suggest a pair o f these La France
gift of sunshine and cheer to man.
Red Cross will be held at the Red omical administration looking essen
Flowers in the home will give the op
boots with their slightly rounded
Cross rooms on Thursday evening at tially to the development of the air as ;
portunity for fullest appreciation.
a
main
issue
and
not
as
one
secondary
8 o’clock for the election of officers
toes and smart Cuban heels.
|
and reports of the years business. to something els;.*.
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Subscribers should bear in
mind that all
payable in advance and the paper wilt be discontinued at ex
piration. Notice of such expira
tion will be sent out the First of
each month .
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S A Y

B. F. A .
CIGAR

LIQUOR HABIT

L O C K S T h a t Speak

job.

J. D. Perry

What is it ihat makes the
Home so cheerfulf
flow ers m ake the
Rome Cheerful &

The citizens generally are invited.
People who take Interest in matters
of discipline in the schoolroom will
be Interested In the disposition of the
Rumford case, where a teacher was
Arraigned and convicted in the local
court for too severe punishment of a
pupil. It was taken before the county
attorney and the presiding justice of
the supreme court at Paris, and both
agreed that the case was not worthy
o f their attention, and that it is not
wise to interfere with the adminis
tration of discipline in the public
•Cfcfiol. THa case was nol prosse.’ .

W ould Develop C ivil A viation

|

“ It would develop and assist civil j
and commercial aviation by advice and I
1landing field; provide for a proper j
1

,

DRUG HABIT
overcome by our treatment.
for information.

Write

T H E N E A L IN S T IT U T E
166 Pleasant Ave.,
Portland, Maine

Telephone 4216
all-18-26 «l

They are made o f fine, soft
Black Kid, cut to accentuate
the beautiful lines o f the foot.
A n d they fit perfectly.
A sk for M odel N o. 123

Sale on Ferns during all September.

Extra

fine and choice

Chadwick

M odel No. 123

PALMER'S SHOE
STORE

Couserraforie.'. j
liOnlton. Maine

lli.ijh Str.

The Live WireFlorist
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with this article, with the result that cover any evidence of such infected people of this state should be warned
divine ordinance, and they should be I of the engine and numerous
strong with the conviction that they wheels of the machinery, some of at least one confirmed case of the
brushes in Maine but feel that the and made familiar with the danger.”
are doing the Father’s service quite them apparently insignificant, and disease has been caused, has lead Dr.
as truly by faithfulness to their avo yet every one even of those smallest L. I). Bristol, State Commissioner of
It the Capacity to Work— A Discus cations as when they kneel before wheels, is important. In the church Health in Maine to investigate the
sion of the “ Heresy of
the altar within the walls of a state organ there is a mechanism which
matter here.
the Times”
ly sanctuary. Both employers and includes almost countless items, ev
ery
tiniest
one
rtf
which
is
necessar\
This investigation has shown that
the employed should be profoundly
for
the
complete!css
of
the
musical
Unmistakable signs there are of impressed that the whole expanse of
none of the infected shaving brushes
the ravages of a pernicious heresy human life is very near the Lord's instrument which is dedicated to the which were apparantly made from the
which regards work as an oppressive holy of holies and whatsoever they do praise of God.
One of the visions which should be hairs of animals suffering from the
burden from which one should move in word or deed should and can be
seen by this working age is tin1 sa disease, have found their way to
heaven and earth to free himself at done to the glory of God.
The commissioner
cred
character of business and work. Maine retailed.
the earliest possible moment, says a
Christianity contemplates the fur
feels
however
that
a word of warning
writer in a daily paper. There are ther advancement of humanity. We All who labor with brain or hands
should
be
issued
to
the men of this
should
realize
their
enormous
possibili
those who greet every morning with are living in an imperfect world, a
state
so
that
they
may
understand
ties
for
promoting
happiness
an
ad
a protest, their towering ambition world made imperfect by human
They should that this danger is not theoretic but
M
being that they shall be so circum greed and hardness and envy. God vancing civilization.
stanced that they will be able to in does not intend that present condi gladly join the procession that is real.
Citing the case of anthrax in
dulge their love of ease and luxury. tions shall be continued indefinitely. moving on to better things People
Illinois, laboratory examination of the
who
are
thus
minded,
who
accept
work
Some there are who, thank God, Hoary prophecy looked forward to
man's shaving brush showed the
wish to be relieved of present exec- the time when every one would dwell as a solemn matter, who are loyal and
presence of anthrax organisms. Thirty
tions in order that they may devote securely under his own vine and fig true to their obligations, have the
six other brushes from this same lot
spirit
that
is
sure
to
win
the
highest
themselves to the good of their fellow tree. Salvation cannot exclude the
were examined and all were found
men. For otherwise is the disposi industrial world, which is so large a success.
similarly infected.
Capital
and
labor
are
equally
indis
tion that chafes under the daily rou part of the world in which we live.
“ Anthrax is a serious disease of
tine and that kicks vigorously, tho The Saviour’s blessing surely touches pensable if the world’s work is to go
the skin and tissues and may affect
on.
Let
each
be
honored
for
its
pos
ineffectually against the necessity of relationship and occupations which
the lungs,” says Dr. Bristol. "It is
labor.
make up so vast a proportion of hu sibilities. It is not difficult to confess essentially a disease of the lower
the
dignity
of
the
workers
who
arc
Work is really a boon to the mul man careers. He has much to do
animals but through shaving brushes
titudes, because, among other rea with the conditions amid which we rich and powerful. It is not less true
made from the hairs of infected
sons, it helps them to deal with spend so much of our lives. Alas, that even they who serve humble and
animals it is spread to man. I am
menial
tasks
are
to
be
honored
for
I E B O V , N. V .
their capital stock of time and tal the happy situation which Micah ,
glad to say I have been unable to dis
ent and energy. Any individual who foresaw is far in advance of human-1 their work’s sake. How strong and
will take an inventory of his person ity, but the golden age will come j valiant they must be to labor as they
al assets will And a goodly sum sooner or later, and mankind will be |do. There are martyrs in religion and
total. It is of incalculable service saved here as well as hereafter.
j in science, and the martyr's spirit ,
beats in the souls of the men who ac
MONEY FOR THE FARMER
to him that he is under law and that
The process of hisory goes on j
cept
hazardous appointments, who risk
there must be system in treatment apace. No retrograde m o v e m e n t |
of himself and the passing days. The should be tolerated. There must be j their lives in tunneling rivers and
mountains, building bridges, and in
average person is scarcely capable neither reaction or inaction.
We i
of being his own master, of dealing should set our faces toward better j doing other works of value to the

THE GREATEST BOON
TO THE MULTITUDE

Tell your mother

K em ps Balsam .

will stop that cough, Bill. My
mother gives it to me when I get
a cough, and you don't hear me
coughing all the time.”
And Johnnie is right, too. "
Get a bottle now from your
druggist

P o ta to G r a d e r

wisely with his time. If he could times. The industrial world has its world,
All who labor should perceive the
do as he pleases he might choose to own high functions in relation to
W ill Save Time and
dignity
and serve the duties of their
do nothing. Not a little pressure is progress.
The men set in the
Potatoes,
CJ N o
necessary to make people industri directors room, the men in the mines several stations. They should have an i
interest
in
the
onward
movement
of
machine on the marous, and without this pressure the and in the mills, all who are engaged
number of wasted careers would be in the busy world, can do yeoman progress. They should stand for right- ,
ket can d o {s u c h
eousness and “ law and order" with
increased immensely.
service for the advancement of hu
rapid
work and do
out flinching. They should do what
It ought not to be difficult to be manity.
they
can
to
speed
the
day
when
God’s
lieve that work is a divine ordiit so w e 11. ^ | W e
On this account it is that reverence
nace.
It is a sacrament. It is a is due to all toilers The spiritual program shall be fulfilled, and the
Have J' s o m e w i t h
means of grace which enriches and forces amid the hum and bustle of kingdom of heaven shall come in its
motors. €J Call and
strengthens character. God has been week-days are conspicuous among glory and might.
at pains to declare His mind to all the forces which God will continue to
let us show you.
who labor. Moses was called from use in the furtherance of His plans
DR. BRISTOL WARNS
his employment in Midian to liberate for universal blessedness. The capi
Israel from Egyptian slavery and to
AGAINST INFECTED
talist and the laborer, everyone who
establish the Hebrew church. While is connected with enterprises great or
SHAVING BRUSHES
tending his father’s flocks, David is
small, will assist in making history
summoned to c o forth against the
The discovery that a shipment of
of whatever sort it may be. What
giant of Gath. It was during the
dignity and sancity thus pretain to shaving brushes found to he infected
night watches on the Bethlehem
daily occupations. Not only are they with anthrax organisms has been
hills that the Christmas tidings came
a divine ordinance, but they have distributed through the middle west
Bangor Street
to the Christmas shepherds. Mighty
also a divine mission. They are rat by the New York manufacturers who
apostles were commanded to leave
Houlton, Me.
ed by us, but not always wisely. In
supply many sections of the country
their ships and nets in order to fol
the factory there are the huge wheel
low the Lord and to join in the
founding of Christendon. Surely, the
Almighty cannot be misunderstood,
for when the incarnate Son came
•
—
_
_
_
hither He chose the estate of a me
chanic, and during long years labor
List o f Candidates For Electors o f President and Vice-President to be voted for at the Presidential Election to be held
ed as a village carpenter.
November 2, 1920.
^Americans are happily a nation of
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list o f Candidates or Specimen Ballot F I V E
toilers. Of course he who works
with his hands is not the only work
T O O N E H U N D R E D D O L L A R S F IN E .
ingman. Labor is not restricted to
F R A E K W . B A L L , Secretary o f State
the industrial world. Thinkers and
statesmen, editors, poets, artists and
all other who are related to the
T o vote . straight party ticket place a cross X in the large square above the party name; or omit the cross in the large square and place manifold activities cf this modern
cross X in each one of the small squares to the right o f the names o f the candidates for Electors printed in the column under the party name.
age are enlisted in the grand army
T o vote other than
straight party ticket omit the cross X in the large square and place a cross X in the small square to the right o f the
of workingmen. In the more practi
names o f such candidates for Electors as you desire to vote for, in any party column, not exceeding six in all. If you desire to vote fer seme person for
cal spheres the needs of society call
Elector whose name is not on the ballot write the name o f the candidate whom you desire to vote for in any of the blank spaces under the printed na~
for both b*ain and brawn.
and place a cross X in the small square to the right o f the name which you have written.
An employer may have more and
larger tasks than come to those who
Another method o f voting other than a straight party ticket is to place a cross X in the large square above the party group c f candidates for
are serving him eight hours every
Electors, strike out the names of the Electors printed in this column whom you do not desire to vote for and if you desire to vote for the candidates of.
day. He wishes in vain that the law
another party place a cross X in the small square at the right of their names as printed in any other party column. If you employ this method o f vot
of the land would regulate the j
ing other than a straight party ticket and desire to vote for some person whose name is not printed on the ballot strike out the name of the candidate
length of his own working day. He j
whom you do not desire to vote for which is printed in the column at the head of which you have placed the cross, and write the name of the candidate
is responsible for the capital without |
whom you desire to vote for in the blank space underneath the name which you have stricken out.
which industries would be scarcely j
possible, and he must be responsible |
The number of Electors for President and Vice-President to be elected is six. You may vote for any c f the candidates not exceeding 1
also for the brains without which j
number.
b
those industries could not be co n -;
finued. Men of fortune and position ;
there are who know what it is to j
forego the respite of an annual va- j
cation.
.......... — .....
Every man, be his place lofty or
lowly, should live and work as God's !
servant.
!
The laborer must not be excepted. J
The work aday world is an inspiring ‘
spectacle. The surging crowds going j
to and from their tasks every morn
ing and evening are living under a

Jjames S.
Peabody

STATE

OF

M A IN E

a

O F CANDIDATES

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Edmund Burleigh and Vera
Burleigh, of Masardis. in the county
of Aroostook and State of Maine, by
their mortgage deed dated April 8.
1919, and recorded in the Aroostook
Registry of Deeds in Vol. 280 Page
239, conveyed to the Houlton Savings
Bank the following described piece
or parcel of land, being a part of
Block numbered ninety-one (91) in
said Masardis, described as follows,
vis.: One hundred (100) acres off of
•aid Block ninety-one (91) lying south
of and adjoining land sold by John A.
Rockwell to Ellsmore Craig, said one
hundred acres hereby conveyed ex
tending east and west across said
Block, the south line thereof being of
infllcient distance south of said Craig’s
•oath line to embrace the one hundred
•cree conveyed by said mortgage
deed, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Edmund Burleigh by
John A. Rockwell by deed dated Dec.
29, 1919, recorded in said Registry in
Vol. 290 Page 259, reference to said
deed being hereby had. Also another
piece or parcel of land situated in
•aid Masardis, and being a part of
Block numbered eighty-four (84) to
wit: All that part of said Block
eighty-four (84) lying north of the
Cameron road, so-called, and south of
the land conveyed by Ethel S. Bradley
et al to John Burleigh by deed dated
October 8, 1900. recorded In said
Registry of Deeds In Vol. 178 Page
177, said land being a three cornered
piece containing twenty-flve (25)
seres more or less, and being the
same premises conveyed to said
Edmund Burleigh by said John A.
Rockwell by deed dated March 31,
1919.
Now, therefore, the condition of said
mortgage is broken, by reason wheresaid Houlton Savings Bank claims
i foreclosure of the same, and gives
this notice for that purpose.
Houlton, Maine, October 9, 1920.
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK,
By Its Attorneys,
191
Doherty
Tompkins

0
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REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRATIC

SINGLE TAX

SOCIALIST
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For Electors of
President and Vioe President

For Electors of
President and Vice President

For Electors of
President and Vie* President
Alexander C. Hagerthy, EUsworth
>

Alton C. Wheeler, South Parts

□
□

George M. Blake, Portland

|

Jasses Russell, Farmington

William R. Roix, Presque Isle

J
□

Frank B. Miller, Rockland

Sanford K. Ballard, Auburn

Abraham Lincoln Young, Camden r

u

□

•

□
□

George El KUtredge, So. Portland
•

Edward Chase, Barins

Terrence B. Towle, Bangor

Prank B. Hayes, Lewiston

FSmer E. Knowles, Portland

□

Fred E. Irish, Bath

I

James F. Carey, Surry

□
□

George M. Knowles, Portland

□

□

i
Charles B. Clarke, Portland

Willis T. Emmons, Saco

J

L—
"Y

□
□

L

Charles R. Haradon, Portland

Vanam

yt

St

For Electors of
President and Vios President

Henry G. Casey, Auburn

Jam es A . Pulsifer, Auburn

i

J]
□

F— j
Melvin P.

M illiken, Stockholm

|

|

Frederic D. Lyford,

Lewiston

John M. Britt, North Yarmouth

|

--a

w

I

□

|

U. S. HAS 17,000
HIGH SCHOOLS
There are now 17,000 public high
schools in this country, an increase
o f 452 per cent, in 30 years, ac
cording to the United States bureau
of education of the department of
the interior, which has just complet
ed a national survey.
A clearer conception of this im
mense increase can be gained from
the fact that every day of the last 28
years has witnessed the establishment
o f a public high school. In 1890, when
statistics of public and private high
schools were first treated separately,
only 60.8 per cent, of the high schools
of the country were under public
control. In 1918 a total of 87 per
cent, so reported. In 1890, 68 per
cent, of all high school pupils were
enrolled in public schools. This per
centage rose to 91.2 in 1918.
One half eft the 13,951 public high
schools reporting to the bureau have
an enrollment of between 27 and 100
students, but it is of interest to note
that a few high schools have a very
large enrollment.
Altogether 632
schools enroll over 500 students each

•

* IA U

r

y'

More than 25 per cent, of the youths
management to use the property but
of Vermont are now completing a high
180 days a year To keep boys and
girls in school 180 days and then per school course; in Maine 23 per cent,
mit them to be idle the remainder of reach this standard, while in South
the year is also poor judgment, he Carolina only 1.44 per cent, of the
population attain this end. In Arkan
says.
sas the corresponding percentage is
As for the attendance at high
2.88. Large numbers of high school
schools and its growth, Mr. Bonner
pupils in Maine, Vermont and Mass
shows that while in 1890 only 8.2
achusetts are graduated, but compara
persons in each 1000 of the population
tively few go to college. In Texas
attended public high schools, the cor
almost 48 per cent, of the high school
responding number now is 15.6. The
graduates go to college. In Maine less
public high schools are now better at
than 18 per cent go to college.
tended than ever before, with a
tendency toward concentration in the
There is no such thing as a bad boy.
rural districts.
From a historical viewpoint it is in The worst boy is probably better than
teresting to note that the number of tin1 best man. and if rightly treated
high school graduates has increased will show noble traits of character
from 21,882 in 1890 to 224.567 in 1918. that have been stunted through wrong
an increase of more than 925 per cent. and unfair treatment. Before you con
Considering the increase in population demn a hoy, try to get his viewpoint.
from 62,622,250 in 1890 to 105,25:1.800 and then decide what you would do
in 1918, Mr. Bonner claims that the j if you were in his place, with his surpeople of the United States are more I roundings and temptations. What is
than six times as well educated now, j condemned as wicked in a boy’s conmeasured in terms of high school duct is often merely his mischievous
graduation.
The number of girls spirit, which has taken the wrong
graduating has always exceeded the path through ignorance and lack of
mature judgment.
number of boys.

and 278 enroll over 1000 each.
Upon the size of the high school de
pends the possibility of offering a nar
row or an enriched program of
' studies, for with the large high
school there is a large teaching staff,
with the opportunity to offer com
mercial. home economics, manual
training and trade work. The sm aller,
school, with only two or three teachers
cannot hope to give so great a variety ;
of training and usually limits its acti-,
vities to the academies, with possibly
a small amount of work in agriculture.
Athletics, too. must necessarily b e !
restricted in these smaller schools. ,
The number of city schools consti-!
tutes less than 10 per cent, of the total
number of high schools, but they enroll
63 per c&nt of the total number of
students. Almost 85 per cent of the
high schools are rural, but su ch !
schools enroll only about 40 per c e n t;
o f the students.
j
H. R. Bonner of the bureau, who :
compiled the statistics, says that the
average size of a city high schools is
653 students, while that of a rural!
high is only 59. The village highj
schools occupy an intermediate posi- j
tion. More than 76 per cent of all the
high schools offer a four-year course
and in these schools are enrolled more
than 95 per cent of the pupils. It is
highly significant that only 5 per
cent, of the students attending high
school do not have the advantage of
taking a four-year course The number ,
o f three-year high schools is surpris
ingly. large, but represents only a
small percentage of the students.
j
The teaching load, or the average
number pf students to a teacher, Mr. j
Bonner finds, has decreased from 25.5 ;
In 1900 to 20.3. Nevada has few er!
students to a teacher than any other !
state, while Georgia has the most.
Rural high schools have generally
small teaching loads, while the teach- ]
Ing loads in the city frequently exceed j
25, indicating that large high schools i
have a tendency to overload the teach-!
Ing staff.
The total number of high school
students enrolled ffom the 13.951 high
schools which furnished statistics is
1,735,619. Many of the high school
t>uildings cost many thousands of dol
lars and Mr. Bonner believes it is poor

WRIGLEYS
We eat too fast—we
eat too much.
Eat tess-chew it more.

WRIGLEYS
after every m eal-aids
digestion, cleanses the
mouth and teeth and
sweetens breath.
COSTS LITTLE

BENEFITS MUCH

S till 5C
Everywhere

D arn

H ig ^ C o st
o f L iving
Everybody is talking about prices coming down.
W e havent seen it yet. Food is just as high as
ever, shoes are no cheaper, coal is higher than ever,
and scarce also, rents are high and unless you are
a millionaire you can’t buy a house. Money is
scarce, and there’s so much paper talk about prices
coming down, that we feel something must be done.
Prices on clothes have not com e down as yet. The
only thing that is cheap today is potatoes.
W e ’re
sorry for the farmers. W e ’re going to help them
out. Regardless of what the future may bring
forth, we are going to make some

Radical Reductions
on Clothes
Starting at once, our entire stock of Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Gar
ments and accessories will be at your disposal at greatly reduced prices,
reduced to such an extent, that you will have to admit their value alongside
other garments you see elsewhere

Just L ook at T h ese V alu es

Coats__________
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly

Sealed Tight
—Kept Right

THE FLAVOR
LASTS

priced
priced
priced
priced

at
at
at
at

$85.
70.00
50.00
35.00

Now
Now
Now
Now

Suits
Formerly priced at $75.00
Formerly priced at 50.00
Formerly priced at 40.00

Why man—
we made this
cigarette for you!

$72.50
57.50
38.50
23.50

Now $60.00
Now 35.00
Now 28.50

Silk Dresses formerly priced at $30.00 to $45.00
To close out—Now

and

Plenty

of

O th er

$ 14-98

R eal

Bargains

Serge Dresses, Skirts, Furs, Children’s Hats, Waists, Underwear, Corsets,
Gloves, Hosiery, Baby Shoes, Children’s Dresses, Bathrobes, Kimonos,
Sweaters, etc., etc.

A ll at G reatly R educed Prices

AMELS fit your cigarette de
C
sires so completely you’ll agree
they were made to meet your taste!

c™..... mold
ii&'pmpmr-covmrmd carton.

W.

a t r o n f ly re c o m m e n d th is
c e r t on fo r th e hom e o r office
e u p p ly o r w h en y o u tra v e l.

f

Unique flavor, fragrance and mellow-mild-body due to Camels qual
ity and expert blend of choice Turk
ish and choice Domestic tobaccos
are a revelation! You will prefer the
Camel blend to either kind of tobacco
smoked straight! ,
W ith Camels you can go the limit
without tiring your taste. They
leave no unpleasant cigaretty after
taste; no unpleasant cigaretty odor!
To get a line on why Camels win
you so completely compare them
puff-for-puff with any cigarette in
the world at any price. You’ll p re fe r qu ality to coupons or premiums!
R.

J.

R E Y N O L D S T O B A C C O CO., W inston-Salem , N .

Variety

Value

Service

E V E R Y T H IN G
IN LADIES WEAR

Style

x±S&SHTS}Ni xJMff!0 n W B R IS S 'd S i o C f CrfiBR~27T 1920
HONEST BALL

PLAYERS REWARDED
Pleating

Aftermath of
Scandeel

Baseball

Charles A. Comiskey, owner of the
Chicago White Sox, sent checks for
$1,500 each to the ten members of last
year’s team who were not involved in
•M nB B unM aH B H M H aaa

the baseball scandel. Letters accom
panying the checks said the money
was sent to reimburse the players for
the amount they lost when the White
Sox failed to win the 1919 world’s
series.
The checks were sent to Ray Schalk,
Byrd Lynn, Urban Faber, Dick Kerr,
R. H. Wilkinson, Eddie Collins, John
Collins, H. McLellan, Harry Leibold
and E. Murphy.

“ As one of the honest ball players
of the Chicago White Sox of 1919, I
feel that you are deprived of the win
ner’s share of the world’s series, re
ceipts through no fault of yours,” Comiskey’s letters to the players said. “ I
do not intend that you, as an honest
ball player, should be penalized for
your honesty or by reason of the dis
honesty of others, and therefore take
pleasure in handing you $1,500, being

the difference between the winner’s thing that he considers beneath his life and fear of death. Our actions,
and the loser’s share."
dignity will never amount to much. however, belie this statement, for little
All honest toil is honorable. There is do we think of what might occur as we
When a youth will do any sort of nothing so degrading as the aversion stuff ourselves with unhealthy food,
honest work, no matter how menial it to manual labor, for that aversion is ride recklessly in our motor cars, or
may be, rather than be idle, he will usually due to laziness and conceit.
waste our energies in useles frivolity.
some day make his mark in the world.
Yet it seems to be a fact that those
The young man who is so proud that
It has been said that two of the of us who take least thought of our
he would rather starve than do some strongest human emotions are love of lives usually live the longest.

Tremendous Sacrifice Sale
Still Going On
The Fourth Week o f the Greatest Sale in our History has exceeded our Expectations
T h e unbeatable values w e are offering are the talk of the entire County.
E very wom an who has visited this sale has spread the news to
her neighbors, which has doubly impressed them with the values we have been advertising
W h e n y o u com pare the low prices we are o ffwith the high prices o f the past you wonder how w e can do It. W e do icb v giving our pro"?' to our customers and in m any cases by taking a
:.rt w e j]
w baed. T h e enormous business we are en
loss on the items w e sell. This is our only w ay of red ucrng lie exceed Vi>?Jv sam e
joying not only shows that w e are underselling other stores but enabler u t o o ffe r sti?.! grec ter varaer- to our customers xn appreciation of
their patronage.
W e are selling merchandise in the height of the ia!) reason at Sacrifice ».v»
v/hxh wdj surely open your eyes. Unless
:onception of how cheap go’^d m erchant
you visit the various departm ents youscan have no conception
>eab / wrn be bought.

already

O ur various stocks are so large w e cannot possibly itemize them all. 1 hose winch are nc;. adve; t.iseo or
reduced m price we dis
count 1 0 Per C en t. During the Entire Fall Season the Richards Store wdl be a carnival ol real vaUie fhat com pare imost favorably with
those o f any com petitor. Bargains In O ur Basem ent D epartm ent
- r
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Bargains in our Basement

Greatest Values in Houlton

W e Can Save You from $ 5

Department
35c and 39c., Percales, light and dark pat
terns— again reduced to
25c a yd.
A ll 35c and 39c percales going at
29c yd.
All our 45c and 50c percales we are offering
at only
39c yd.
Lockwood “B” cottons, have sold as high as
39c yd, now reduced to
25c yd.
35c white and fancy outing now
25c yd.
40c white and fancy outing now
29c yd.
29c value Turkish towels, good size, only

on Ladies & Misses

to $ 1 5 .0 0 on your

Garments

purchases

Our stocks are the* largest and most complete
to bo found in Northern Maine. Now is the time
to buy a new fall Coat. Suit, Dress or Skirt, for
it will pay you to buy at this sale.
One lot of Ladies’ Coats in a. variety of heavy
materials for winter worn-.
Former prices
$22.50 and 25.00 now
$16.95
One lot of $27.50 and 3f).m Coats.
bargains ami <mmol La d ,")lieat‘ ,d m>w

Galetea, silk finish, regular 50c quality now
reduced to
39c
$3.00 grey blankets, good size and weight,
reduced to ....
$2.48 pr.
Bates colored table damask, others ask $1.50
yd, our price $1.39. Sacrifice price now$1.19.
Our entire stock of 30c crashes will be sold
for only
2 5 c yd.
quality,

reduced

3 9 c yd.

l

.59 and $ 19*.99 Suits

R ed u ced to $29.50

$ !’_:.59 and $15.09 Suit.

R ed u ced to $32.50

•Wo.oo Suits

R ed u ced to $37.50

\ our Choice.

SPECIAL

V A L U E S IN G LO VES

Lfose cuff, wash gloves in beaver shade with,
black embroidery and inserts. Regular $5.50
value reduced to
$4.89
$4.50 Value in Olive Drab Wash Cape Gloves
all sizes. Sacrifice prices only
........ $3.69 pr.
$2.50 Wash Cape Gloves in Sand Shade size
5 L. to 7. Sacrifice, only
$1.98
87.75 and $5.00 French kid gloves, all sizes
an ! shades, sacrifice price only
$3.98
$5.90 Lewkskin gloves in various shades and
$4.25

EXTRA SPECIAL

all s;;ms. sacrifice price only

TH U R SD A Y , OCT. 28

(TV

$7.99 Gauntlet gloves in tan with grey em
broidery and inserts, sacrifice price only $5.98
slar $ i.59 \alue. sacrifice price

$3.69

( irey : ’ede gloves with fancy embroidery,
regular 33,.59 value, sacrifice price only$2,79
36 no b iskskin gloves strap wrist- all sizes in
reindeer shade, reduced P
$5.25 pr.

Regular $3.oo quality at $^| .79 a van!

S acrifice Price O nly $1.39

$5.98 and $6.98 Geo-rC.to W> .
N a law
and the newer: colors— your
O nly

B O U D O IR CA PS

ms and -1" inches wide

$4.93

Our entire stock has been reduced 20 per
..urge varietv of materials
stv les
from
3 9c to $2.98 ea.

cen t.

Spool Silk— all colors, other semes get 21s <
S acrifice Price 17c. Spool

up.

Silk Dresses have
sale. We haven’t
After you look
guarantee to save
your purchase.

For oin1 day only w* will oiler our w tiiv stock
( i Csnrgetir Civu ■ ami Civo.> Dwlmnos at a
S$t‘ci:d Low

A

R ed u ced to $25.00

flounce,

Mail orders promptly filled as usual.
\Ye
give you the sale prices and smnl you your mer
chandise with the privilege of returning same
if not satisfactory.

25c.
Hammer Brand soaps, 6 bars for
25c.
3 large size rolls toilet paper only
5 c can
Sunlight Cleansing powder, only
Children’s bloomers, rompers and dresses
made of good quality outing, only
5 0 c ea.
on ly 5 c cake.
Swift’s Pride soap only

spool.
One

silk

.59 and $35.90 Suits

$2.48 ea.

Our stock of Serge and
been greatly reduced for this
the room to quote prices
around call on us and we will
you from $5.00 to $10.00 on

50c ginghams, best quality, reduced to

variety of styles
choice —

with

Plaid, and fancy Skirts in a largo varmtv o :
styles and materials. Thu1 prices range from
$4.98 up to $12.50 and we save you at least
$2.00 to $5.00 on every skirt.

to
2 9 c yd.

Look these over
Only a few of the many more— Fvery One
Value You cannot Duplicate.
$1.98 House Apron, elastic waist band, g
length, full cut and pretty models

$19.50.

U N D ERSK IR TS

A regular $3.98 Skirt
sateen tops, reduced to

$5.00 to $20.00 LESS

Croat

$32.50 and $35.00 Coats in a variety of ma
terials and stvles, come and look them over.
O nly $22.95

19c each.

39c ginghams, best

and Winter
Suit< h a w been included in this sale. The la
ms: and newest things can be bought from
: >ur entire stock of New Fall

<> i ■
)■. ■(’ i:

lot *$3.50 Corsets, mostly large sizes 25
Sacrifice Price $1.9S

Hi.

■>n l

! im rsoa \

prir

our mu in

I

I teUUC'M! |( , $1.1

$2.00 Corsets flesh color, sizes 19 to 26 only
Sacrifice Price $1.29

9

Reduced to1.29
.1 > \ a ; n

Djer Kiss Talcum powder, some ask 3fm and
others 50c can
O ur P rice 22c can
Children’s 75c Fleeced Vests and Pants, g o d
weight, all sizes,
Sacrifice Price 50c each.
$3.50 fancy Satin Coat Lining, pretty pattern

55 '7aIn ■
. P- Vain
7'-, \7:w
.90 Value

R ed n eed to 1.49

111*<lu;■•*u to 1./9
Reduced to 2.19
Redneed to 2.98
Reduced to 3.75

The above hose com • ia all sizes ami we have
inrge ass< si nieni of colors

R edu ced to $1.95 yard.

-J/

V,.

Hair bow ribbons ter., children. ..special 29c
vc.

dm- dnd 75 c ribbens in z. line assortment of
49c vd.

i We<2ei:s, red u c e > ‘ to enlv
5c a n d

39 e

3 l .! 9 ribbon?

ta n c y

ruaam s.

seat variety,
now 69c yd.

i'anev patterns, reduced to

85c.
£

During this sale we shall allow a discount o f 10 per cent to all on any article in the store which has not already been reduced in price. Y o u
save T E N P E R C E N T anyw ay when you buy at Richards and in a Great m any instances from Fifteen to Thirty-three and one-third per
cent. W atch fo r our ads in the papers. W e have hundreds of real sacrificing values, merchandise you need and can buy at a saving. D on’t
fail to m ake the best o f this opportunity to save on your fall purchases.

G.

W.

3 5 Years o f Merchandising

25 Market Square, Houlton, Maine
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PAOENDa

with the co-operation of labor, to speak louder than words and a mere
increase its efficiency. We are doing matter of creed is not going to get
out utmost to decrease waste and you through the pearly gates.
Examination of the final census probably will not be great. Confined raise production in the factories.
figures which place the population of strictly to the city boundaries, only
Right here is the secret of awk
Reductions W ill Be General
the continental United States at 105,- four of the big centers of population—
wardness.
It is self-consciousness. A
“ The best posted observers agree
•83.108 indicates that the west and New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and
girl
who
thinks
about how she is go
south proportionately will gain more Detroit—seem entitled to more mem- that no violent slump in prices will be
ing to look when she extends her
permanent. Reductions they say will
in a political way than the east or the bers in the house than at present,
hand will hold it out as stiff as a
middle west through increased memThe problem of individual districts, be very gradual. Present price levels
pump handle. If she is worried about
bership in the House of Representa- however, is not one with which Con were built up during a period of six
the appearance of her walk she will
tives, in more votes in the electoral gress concerns itself. The Congres- years and they cannot be broken down
stalk over the landscape like a wood
college and in larger delegations to sional apportionment is made by states over night. Manufacturers and retail
and when completed the fight over ers will take losses;
but pre-war en dummy. What a person does grace
the national political conventions.
fully is done unconsciously. So if a
This result will obtain whatever the district boundaries within a state levels are far away, if they ever re person would learn grace she must
WHAT A GROWING
basis of apportionment is adopted by is shifted to the legislatures. There turn.
first learn how to do things uncon
RESERVE FUND INDICATES
“ If the public desires to have steadi sciously and she can only learn to do
Congress next winter, fixing the size it is expected, will come the contro
versy
between
the
city
and
the
rural
ly decreasing prices it must accept things unconsciously by doing them
A growing reserve fund indicates
of the next house which in turn is
each new price level as it comes. Buy often.
reflected in the electoral college and districts for control of house seats.
thrift, character, perseverance. And
ing hesitation slows up production and
it leads to independence.
in the conventions of the big political
CLOTHES SELL BELOWCOST even stops it. This results in a short- j
parties.
Have you such a fund?
The cost of living keeps rising, yet
As a result of the increase of 13,710,-! An official statement on clothing age of goods and higher prices. In j
If not, start it today with the Houlnone ot us seem to suffer any more
842 in population during the past ten conditions has been issued by Eli the clothing industry goods are maim-1
ton Trust Company.
than
we
did
before.
Though
we
have
years 50 new seats must be added to Strouse, president of the National factured during the six months before |
They . to pay out more than formerly, we
4% Interest Paid n Savings Accounts
the house to prevent any state from j Association of Clothiers, representing they get to the consumer.
j are itIso taking in more. In all cases
losing any part of its present repre-! the manufacturers of men’s ready-to- must be ordered months ahead.
the balance has not as yet been sat
■entation. Should the present mem -: wear clothing, in which he says:
“ If buying is normal we can plan |
isfactorily adjusted, but we may hope
bership of 435 be left unchanged by in j “ The public is now buying clothing production most efficiently and pro- :
that in time all inconsistencies will be
at
prices
far
lower
than
the
cost
of
(luce at the lowest cost which benefits
creasing the basis of apportionment,
smoothed out. We can't hope for
there will have to be a transfer of 13 , manufacturing it warrants. The pre the consumer. The industry has al
much
decrease in the cost of living
seats now held by 12 states of nine oth sent fall goods were made during the ready suffered from price uncertainty
unless
we art' also willing that our
, last six months, when materials and and main thousands of clothing
er states.
i
incomes return to what they former- \
’
labor
were
higher
than
ever.
|workers are out of employment and
For the past half a century the pre
lv were.
factories have reduced operations.
Foregoing Profits
cedent has been to increase the size
“ But in order to help bring down This tends to force prices up and the
o f the house so as to prevent loss of
One reason why so many girts a nd
high
price levels more quickly most , longer it continues the barer it will
existing representation by any state.
boys,
men am: women, too. a n ■ u ;, As a result, the house ^has grown clothiers are foregoing profits and ' be to bring them down."
interesting,
is because tin". t ry
from 243 to 435 members, with only selling clothes at prices which would
hard
to
he
like
somebody else rather
three states— Maine, New Hampshire 1not really be justified until next
One of the great inc:(insistences of than to be contour to remain himself
and Vermont—losing one member ; spring. They feel that nat.’onal condi Christian people today is their in
tions demand that buying be kept go tolerance of any religion hut their or herself in life, in nature you don't • * . v w .
*Vjach in the last 50 years.
see an oak posing as a willow, or a
If this precedent is followed this ing end labor be kept employed. The own. No one has the right to judge black duck as a yellow iog, or a lilac
or choose another's method of life or
year, five additional representatives' public is getting real bargains now.
“ Stagnation of business at this time belief. Because our environment, our as a peony, or a dog as a cat. Be
seats must be given to California, four
natural and vou'll he all right.
each to New York. Ohio, Penna. and would be disastrous to labor as well education, or our training has mad*'
as
to
merchants
and
manufacturers.
a certain form of religion acceptable
Michigan; three to Illinois and Texas,
two to Massachusetts. New Jersey and The industry is helping all it can to to us. these same qualities may
Nor th Carolina and one each to Ala- j pass through the present very trying he wholly iinaeeeptahlo to others.
period.
There is a golden thread which runs
bama. Arizona, Connecticut. Georgia,
Maryland, Montana, New Mexico, O kl-1 “ The cost of producing clothing de through every religion and this is
W e w ill ex ch a n g e these fo r T em porary
ahonia, Oregon, South Carolina. Ten pends on the cost of materials, acces the thread which all are seeking. The
nessee, Washington, West Virginia, sories and labor. During the war the differences in doctrines will make no
B onds now in circu lation , fre e o f ch arge
* Wisconsin, Virginia, Arkansas and ; price of wool went up from three to difference to the .Master and they
four times the pre-war levels, and should make no difference to us.
fo r the service
Minnesota.
trimmings and aecesory materials Fundamentally most forms of reli
While the present basis of apportion
went up still higher. Spool silk rose gion teach the same thing, but
ment is 211,877 inhabitants or its ma
300 per cent., silk sleeve lining 400 sometimes they seem to fail in their
Creates an appetite, aids digestion,
jor fraction to the congressional dis- !
per cent and canvas nearly 600 per mission. When we see two good old
purifies the blood, and thus relieves
trict, Congress can increase the basis cent.
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
deacons
of
different
churches
very
to 294,271 without causing any less, j
aches
o f rheumatism and gives
Wages Three Tim es as High
nearly come to blows over some
To advance beyond the latter figure j
strength to the, whole system.
Labor's wage is now three times as slight difference
regarding
their
will mean that Maine would lose one
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
high as it was before^ the war. From form of communion service or bap sales tell the story o f the great
seat, with the net result of 48 new
1918, to January, 1920, alone the tism. we wonder how they can re merit and success o f H ood ’s Sar
seats in Congress.
j May,
of Houlton, M aine
United States government department concile their actions with the teach saparilla. It is just the medicine
Congressional leaders are strongly
you need now.
of labor statistics official figures show ings of their creed. The Pilgrim
opposed to any large increase in the the clothing workers received a far
H ood’s Pi.Is help— fine laxative
■ V .W V J * iW /A 'A * A V W i\V W W lV W .V .V .W A W A ^ W V ^ ^ 1
Fathers settled here that they might
House as they regard the present mem greater increase than those in any
or
cathartic,
according
to
dose.
have freedom in religious matters.
bership of 435 as unwieldly. Rep. ; other basic industry.
Relieve headache, restore comfort.
Let this tradition continue. Actions
Siegel of New York begins considera
“ All manufacturing cost were, there
tion of the problem, effort will be
fore,
at their peak when we were makmade to hold down the increase but jI ing clothing for this fall. Retailers
pressure for the increase is expected i ordered conservatively and production
a U b«ral s a m p le o f
to come from the states which would ,vas made only to order. The result
CONGRATULATIONS TO
benefit from a larger house.
’ was that one-third less clothing was
F R O M
VOTERS
Only once— in 1840—has the size of ; manufactured for this fall than for
the house been reduced. One other last. The manufacturers and retailWe congratulate the women of our
(G R A N U L E S ;
time, just before the Civil war the ap j ers marked their goods very closely
City and States who will cat their
E2£
i
n
d
i
g
e
s
t
i
o
n
portionment was held down with the I as a contribution to the cause of
vote in the Presidential Flection this
M a il th is " a d ” to d a y
resulting of seats falling most heavily lower prices. Fall clothes are all in
yea
r.
w ith n a m e o f p aper
on the southern states.
a n d y o u r a d d re ss to
! the stores of the retailers and on deIn coming to the front, the noble
We want to prove without cost
By holding the house membership j I)endable goods the prices are stabilizwomen of our Nation have brought on
SCOTT & BOW NE
to you that at last a way has been
MAKERS OF
to 435 gains would be distributed with j
Rut there are also on the market
this day of just and righteous freedom.
found for instantly removing bun
S C O T T ’ S EMULSION
three California one to Michigan and some low grade and not the most
We cordially invite the accounts of
ion pain and completely removing
BLOOMFlk'.n, N. J.
:6
Ohio and one each to Conn.. New Jer desirable goods which must naturally
women, and offer them every facility.
bunions.
sey. North Carolina, Oklahoma. Texas be sold at reductifms.
and Washington.
To offset these
T urnin g Point Reached
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
gains Missouri would be forced to lose
“ There is no doubt that the turning
Literally melts away the bunion
have been paid fo r the past nine years
two congressmen while Indiana. Iowa, point of high clothing prices has been
no matter how large or how long
standing. Brings almost instant
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, reached. But the cost which enter
relief from agonizing bunion pain.
M ssissippi, Nebraska, Rhode Island, into clothing prices are responding
Get a box and prove it yourself.
Vermont and Virginia \tould lose one very slowly to this tendency. The
Use Fairvfoot, and if vou are not
each. All other states would retain j woolen mills have announced a cut
convinced, return and full pur
chase price will be refunded.
their present numerical delegations. of 2b to 25 per cent for spring goods
At the last session of Congress some a cut from the peak prices of this fall,
O. F. FRENCH & SON
Republican leaders expressed \opposi- not from those of last spring.
Cor. Court <£. Main Strs
tlon to any change in the House that
“ As compared with last spring, next
would be of profit to the south. How spring's cloth prices arc only 5 to l-»
ever, the new census does not indicate i per cent less. But the cost of cloth b
1 87 9 — in o\er 4 0 0 .0 0 0
that tho south can be affected without'HnJy o]u. e|(,Im,1|t
iou? rational and hu
a corresponding effect on states ducitig clothes so that a eduction f
mane, health always improved.
where the Republicans might not be retail prices could net amount t<
No nausea, sickness or bad
inclined to reduce the delegations.
per cent, based on the low or pr'u
after e ffe c ts — nothing “ h e 
By fixing the apportionment basis cloth alone.
roic” . N o cenl'.nerm-rit or pm meso that .Maine and Missouri would each
“ As for labor, low. ’- wato-s a n
ity. Plr cmp.t surrounding?, id'’ai lo
lose one seat, the increased population
cation,com] Nte ffjuipp’.f lit. .Spec:..!
111 Bll ht—not urt
of the country as represented ;n Con down materials ,
]>n\ a< v for women. Ali business and
gress can he absorbed by a net in S 11 0 1 1 '
n.lenc'’ dricbv confidential.
’■enmmh "
crease of 27 seats. The apportionment
U fans o'
c o r >; M
basis then would bo 219,583 or major
fraction, and 17 states would absorb
to t;' f
MPCRL/l’,':-' AVENUE
the act increase as also the two seats
In tin
lost by Maine and Missouri. Those
ing
gains would be distributed with Calia
r* ■1 !; r ;
d o c s
no t w ant
pull]
foru’a. getting 4: Michigan. Ohio and S\VI t <' h o p .
p c - till.
e, a t
t I :! ■
New York 3; Pennsylvania. New Jer
< t
real;
■ O m t
f . o •: v i e f he\
sey and Texas two and Arkansas. Con
\\
to
!l i n y
clot m -s.
th e
st o r e s
ner*,', "t. C.eorgia. Illinois. Massachu
setts. New Mexico, North Carolina.
Oklahoma, Washington ami Wisconsin
one each.
By eliminating Wisconsin from the
states gaining one seat and by adding
Iowa to those losing one the appor
tionment basis might b • placed at
230.096 or major fraction, and this
would give a net increase of 23 in the
House membership.
It may be decided to hold the nV f
increase to less than
score which ;
might be accomplished by a using Mis
ll m u s t uv t h r o u ;
his silk— net just onci/, hut thirteen sucsouri to lose two seats and .own, Ken
C('SSi\( til IK'S.
tucky, Maine and Indiana, one each.
The apportionment basis would be j
234.947 inhabitants to the Congres-!
Alter this sifting, the flour smply must bo clean -it must be fine
The Cracker that Satigfiea.
sional district, with a net increase of
it must he pure.
14 in the..size.pf the house. These
A most desirable food— with meals or betw een: for the little
seats and those lost by Missouri.
ones or little ones grown u p : befo e or after work or p lay :
Iowa. Kentucky. Maine and Indiana
Rich, wholesome, white bread, with a delicious “ come hack for
A L L way8, Anytime.
would be distributed thus:
,
more”
flavor, and a loaf that outs to a fine, clear slice— that’s
Frankly you will never be with
Calif,, 4; Mich, and Ohio, 3; Texas,!
your
reward
whey you use William Tell.
out a supply once anybody in your
2; and Connecticut, Illinois, New Jer- j
H
i
home gets acquainted.
ONE I’ OL/ NO
sey. New Mexico, New York, Okla-j
You will find JONES*
F. L. JONES COhoma, Penna. and Washington, o n e !
PILOT
BREAD
each.
!
P IC -N IC
different, too.
Regardless of the apportionment
s'
bases, the swing in political power
Buy of your neighborhood dealer.
Try it—once, anyway -any see.
would be first toward the Pacific j
Manufactured by
! «■
Just
tell vour arocer- -William Tell.
coast and the Rocky Mountain states, j
F . L . Jones Co., Bangor, Me.
followed by the south, the east and
71.73 P IC K E R IN G SQUARE
the middle west.
j
MAINE
Dealers supplied these most popular
While the census showed for the j
crackers by wholesale grocers at
first time in the history of the country j
Presque Isle, Bangor or Portland, Me.
th a t the farm-to-city movement
o f;
THIS is the package to buy. (no)
population had resulted in the last
ten years in the cities gaining the
WEST AND SOUTH TO
majority of population, the increase of
GAIN BY 1920 CENSUS strictly city members in Congress

Banishes Pain—Brings Sweet Relief

Ballard’s

„£o«SE

T ablets

A wonderfully effective remedy for nervousness, dizziness
and all pains. No opiates, cocaine or chloral. A trial will con
vince. Easy to carry and take. Insist on “Ballard’s”.

P e r m a n e n t 2nd L i b e r t y

Hood’s

Bonds

S a r s a p a r illa
M akes Food
Taste Good

First National Bank

ABSOLUTELY FREE

KHNOIDS

J

Instant
R elief

J

B U N IO N
P A IN

Prove It Free

P ^ ir y f o o T

Cures

LIQUOR
D R U G G IN G

Ho u l t o n Sa v in g s -B a n k
'H b U L T O N , M A I N E ’

Sensible, Successful

Every w om an know s that fine silks m ake
fine waists, but do you know that fine

KEELEY INSTITUTE
rnAi

And You’ll Beg Too
once you taste to know how
good, how w holesom e, how
totally different is

Jones9Picnic
Soda Biscuit

totally

SODA BREA#

Cracker

100 yean.

silk also m akes fine flour?
W e buy the
very finest silks for use in sifting

W illiam Tell
Flour
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Tuesday evening. 2 candidates were
Subscribers should bear in instructed
in the .‘>rd and 4th degrees.
The Harvest Supper was served after
mind that all subscriptions are which
a social hour was enjoyed,
payable in advance and the pa i Mr. and
Mrs. Orie Titcomb, Hazel
Briggs. Sadie (Tosby, Mrs. Bliss Bubar
per will be discontinued at ex and
Mrs. Jenkins attended I'omona
piration. Notice of such expira ■at Batten
on Wednesday. A class of
were instructed in the Pomona
tion will be sent out the First of ■1.33
I degree after which a good program
each month .
|of music and readings were given. T.

Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Burton and baby
returned to their home in Last Millinocket last Sunday, having spent the
past month here with relatives.
Mr. Burns Bragdon and family. Mr.
\i-chie Grant and family of Sherman.
Mrs. Edwin Bragdun of Smyrna spent
Sunday with Mr.'Avillie Adams land
family.
"■■■'
\
Mr. Elmer Bams and Mrs. Hattie
Adams Uithpr wmv married on Wed
nesday, Oetoher , 2i)lh, in Littleton by
Rev. Cosman. Many friends are offer
ing congratulations. A reception was
held.fat the home on Thursday even
ing.’ refreshments being served.

j Rainbow s End

Rex Beach 1 The Triumph of John Kars
Overton I.OVt ■ Time in Fieards

Cnlhim
La! hrna
Fire of Youth
Henry James Forman
When A Man's A Man
i
St.ran<l<‘(l
in Arc;idy
Lynde
Harold Bell Wright
The Lamp in the Desert Ethel M. Del!
D'ri and I
Irving Baeheller
The i{<‘-( Teat ion of Brian Kent
The L.tClianee Mine Mystery
Harold Bell Wn'yht
S. Cnrleton

ml. Ferocious wild blasts, in many
legends, v. -re quit- “ d hv sweet strains
<d so :.d, and even totluy many demonstrations have hemi made showing the
power which music exerts over 'ani
mals. And it concord of sound can

Man K) Man

Jacks i m ( ! rebury
Common Cause
affect creatures that are naturally fe
1’ C O ! • .Man's F in-!
'•iuelair
Samuel Hopkins A d a m s
rocious, is ,i not s e a s o n ab l e shat i* also
Mis F mm.! .y !i is V.
Nam of Music Mountain
has
a (fiiietipg effe.-j mi human ?.»• iags?
' 'osiun f { umiiton
Frank H. Spearman
The Valiev of 'inmr Men
Such is indeed the east'. Music will
Spriggles
E. Lawrence Dudley
Jnines Oilver C a rwooti fie.jet overwrought nerves, soothe ail
The Undying Eire
11. G. Wells
The Worldiims
Leonard .Merrick
The Singh' Track
Douglas Grant
angry temper, ami banish care and
• '"%
------Tim M issioner
E. Bhillips Op11n-mheim
Burned
Bridges
Bertrand
W.
Sinclair
When music is brought
LEtipiNG LIBRARY
The Man Who For^ot James May Jr sadness.
Tin* Man of the Forest
Zane Grey
into
the
heme
discord flees from R,
P. Packard. Supt. of Schools, gave a .. Tim following is a list of the hooks
!
Youth
anti
Wild
Another
Rex Beach
very interesting an instructive address iiiLl tife TIMES Lending Library, all The Iron Trail
Gilbert
Barker
for inharmony of atmosphere cannot
NEW LIMERICK
on Standards for Rural Schools
Frances H. Burnett
of which^ are available at a small The Shuttle
Son of the Wind
Lueia Chamberlain lony abide where harmony of sound
Mrs. Earnest Brinkerhoff and son
Jean <Kr Co.
Fredrick Orin Bartlett
charge,.per day.
Harold ot New York are visiting her
The Timor's Coat
Elizabeth 1:)>‘jeans hold swav.
The World For Sale
Gilbert Parker
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hatfield.
LETTER B
The Fishting Sh epherdess
Name' ■
Author
A Cry of Youth
Cynthia Lombardi
Caroline L<nek hart
Eliot H. Robinson The Light of the Clearing
Frank Carpenter of Houlton was a Smiles
caller in this town on Sunday.
CARY
Some men respond more slowly to
Someone \ml Somebody
Ailsa Paige
Robert W. Chambers
Irving Baeheller
Friends of Mrs. H. C. Snell will be
the touch oi a woman’s hand dis
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brewer of Cary
Porter
Emerson
Browne
Long
Live
The
King
A Pagan of the Hills
are receiving congratulations on the sorry to hear of her recent illness.
played in their homes and upon their
The \zure Rose
Mary Roberts Rinehart
Mrs. John Snell is spending a' few
Cha. Neville Buck
birth of a daughter. Oct. 24, 1920.
surroundings. The task may seem
days with relatives in Pembroke, N. B. The Net
BexBeach
|
Reginald
W.
Kauffman
Green Valley
Katharine Reynolds
Mrs. Janies Murehie of Houlton was The. Last Straw
hopeless
to the wife at times. But
Harold Titusj The Desert of Wheat
Zane Grey Tlie Red Signal Grace Livingston Hill
visiting relatives in this town last
LUDLOW
sooner or later the effect will show
!
The
Goose
Girl
Harold
McGrath
A
Daughter
of
the
Land
Over the Top
Empey
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Hand and son week.
Gene Stratton-Porter ;
j The Short Cut
Jackson Gregory itself. There is something in every
Rev.
H.
O.
Cosman
of
Ludlow
held
North
of
Fifty-Three
Merle called on relatives here Sunservices in the “ B” school house The Judgment House
Gilbert Parker i
i
Heart
of
Unga
Cullom man which responds to a higher and
Bertrand W. Sinclair
Sunday
evening.
Gold
Stewart Edward White
Mary Roberts Rinehart gentler influence. Let his home be
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson, Miss
Isobel
Janies Oliver Curwood K
Mr. and Mrs. George Carpenter were I
Geraldine Thompson, and Miss Ruth
;
Kazan
Curwood rough and he will he rough. But inThe Branding Iron
A Vendetta of the Hills
Webb enjoyed a trip to Grand Falls, callers at the home of James Webb
Frankau ftise into that home a softening touch,
Katharine
Newlin
Burt
j
Peter
Jameson
in Ludlow, Sunday.
j
Willis Geo. Emerson
N. B. last week.
Mrs.
George
Carpenter
and
Mrs.
f
Lincoln ! be
ever 80 simple, and the man feels
The
Kingdom
of
Slender
Swords
I
The
Portvgee
Mrs William Stewart of Norridgwoek
The Wreckers
Francks Lynde
it even though he may not directly
Hallie Erminine Rives |
i
Poor
Wise
Man
and her daughter Mrs. Clayton At Earl Adams were calling on relatives j
Dangerous Days
Ludlow one day last week.
j The Strong Hours
wood of South Portland are visiting in Mr.
Mary Roberts Rinehart 110U’ce it He imbibes it unconsciously
Maud Diver |
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Carpenter
of
:
Mary Roberts Rinehart
relatives here for two weeks.
Swinerton j ail(1
effect is sure upon him.
Heart
of
the
Sunset
Rex
Beach
j
Houlton are spending a few days with
|The Moonlit Way
Chambers I September
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. McGowan, Mr. Mrs.
C.
L.
Davidson
at
her
camp.
The
Hidden
Valley
Muriel
Hine
;
j
The
Sign
at
Six
White
--------Hastings McGowan and Mr. and Mrs.
The Man of the Forest
Zane Grey i
Character is a record of our
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty and
The
Tin
Soldier
Temple
Bailey
O. L. Thompson visited Mr. and Mrs. daughter Jean were guests of Mr. I’ve Come To Stay Mary Heaton Vorse Lotus Salad
Mildred Gram
John Cunningham of Bedell, N. B. and Mrs. Joe Mitchell on Sunday.
Haggles of Red Gap
Ethel Dell thoughts and acts. That which w<;
The
Iron
Woman
Margaret
Deland ! Top of the World
Sunday.
Harry
Leon
Wilson
!
!
Trumpeter
Swan
Temple Bailey think about most, the motives which
and Mrs. Alfred Mitchell were
The Forbidden Trail Honore Willsie
Mrs. « James Webb underwent a In Mr.
Windsor, N. B. last Wednesday to The Road To Providence
j
Purple
Heights
1
Oemler are uppermost in our minds are con
serious surgical operation at her attfnd the Nasson-Brown wedding.
Sherry
McCuteheon
stantly solidifying themselves into
Maria Thompson Daviess :
I
Maine
Street
Schuyler
home last Tuesday. Her condition
The Arrow of Gold
Joseph Conrad
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Carpenter,
character.
Consequently we should
now is very favorable and an early were in Portland last week where M r.1 *he Real Adventure
Gibbs
The Prairie Wife
Arthur Stringer Wounded Souls
recovery Is expected.
keep
a
guard
at the door of our
McCuteheon
Carpenter consulted an eye specialist. •
Henry Kitchell Webster Open the Door
Catherine Carswell i West Wind Drift
thoughts and see that only the best
Mr. and Mrs. Kingman Snell and j The Place of Honey Moons
Heart
of
Hemlock
Perry
children of Westfield were Sunday ;
Harold MacGrath The Red Lady
Immoral thinking:
EAST HODGDON
Codv thoughts enter.
Katharine Newlin Burt Glen of the High North
guests of his mother, Mrs. H. C. Snell.;
sooner or later makes immoral men
Rev. A. M. Thompson will preach at
Mrs. Wellington Bamford and chilalan ' ' h o won
Penny of Top Hill Trail
Maniates
and an immoral man, though he prac
the Union church Sunday afternoon. dren, Mrs. Kate Watson and Mrs.
Cyrus Townsend Brady
Some of the oldest myths that have
The Boys’ Life of Theodore Roosevelt
Quite a number from this place at Laura Ward of Houlton were calling The Stars Incline
tices his immorality secretly and re
Jeanne Judson
Hermann Hagedorn been handed down to us deal with the tains the respect of his fellow men,
the Chautauqua at Hodgdon. on relatives here last Tuesday.
The
Inscrutable
Lovers
Miss Grace McCordic spent a few
Jerry
Arthur Stanwood Pier power of music. It is told that rocks loses his self-respect which
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Wilson and s o n ,
.,
,
„ ,
is hin ’
last week with her parents in and Mr. and Mrs. Harold McBride of |
Alexander Mac* arlane The Iron Furrow
Geo. C. Shedd and trees danced when Orpheus play- dearest possession.
Littleton.
Belleville, N. B. were guests of Mr. j The Builders
Ellen Glasgow' The Sage-Brushers
Emerson Hough
and Mrs. Fred A. Barton spent and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick on Sun- ^The U. P. Trail
Zane Grey
in Presque Isle visiting their day.
The Man from Tall Timber
The Man That Never Grew Up
Miss Sadie Barton.
Thomas K. Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. Fairfield Day and son
Mabel C. & Wm. A. Lathrop
Florence Dickinson of Union Fred of Hodgdon and Mrs. Edw'ard
The
Treasure
Trail
,
the guest of her parents, Dooley and children of Monticello The Girl From His Town
Marah
Ellis
Ryan
i
Mrs. John Grant. Sunday.
were dinner guests of Mrs. M. G.
Marie VanVorst
The Lady of the Night Wind
Mrs. Greeley Hillman and Carpenter on Saturday.
The Shepherd of the Sea
Knowlton of Union Corner,
Varick Vanardy
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Carpenter
Henry Leverage
guests of Mr. and Mrs. pleasantly entertained a party of 24
The Yukon Trail
William M. Raine !
Duff, Sunday.
WEDNESDAY
people at their home in this town last |Secretary of Frivolous Affairs
The River’s End
Curwood ;
Mrs. W. J. Moore and son Tuesday evening. Refreshments of |
May Futrelle
ROY B A R N E S and
Leo o f Houlton and Mr. and Mrs. cake and coffee were served at the j Red BeUs
Hugh Pendexter The Farmer of Roaring Run
H E L E N C H A D W IC K in
Joaeph Ancoin spent Friday and Sat close of the evening.
Mary Dillon
|. .
.
! Mary Minds Her Business
at Point Breeze cottage, North
“ S C R A T C H MY BACK*r
Judith of Blue Lake Ranch
J
George Weston
A Goldwyn Picture from the pen of Ru
Jackson Gregory
Mra. Gray and two daugh
pert Hughes. An itchy back is a funny
LINNEUS
j The Disturbing Charm
thing and very frequently an embarrass
Kindred of the Dust
Peter B. Kyne i
of
N. B. and Miss
ing or.e. A picture that will make you
Ivy
Grafton, N. B. were the
The'Watkins Store will call at your j
B e r t a R u c k Against the Winds
Kate Jordan
iaugh, also In te rn a tio n a l W e e k ly N ew s
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Duff door soon.
The Fortieth Door
Watkins
Liniment
is
only
one
of
the
L O O K W H O 'S H E R E
The Bells of San Juan
i
Quite a number attended the Chau- j
Mary Hastings Bradley
Jackson Gregory 127 Watkins Products sold by The J.
tauqua in Hodgdon.
I The Man With Three Names
THURSDAY
Mrs. Humphry Ward j R. Watkins Co.
Mr. Patrick Kirvin is visiting rela-!
u„
.
1 Harvest
BRIDGEWATER
Watkins
Liniment
is
one
of
the
best
W
m . S. H A R T
lives in New Limerick.
[
Harold MacGrath All-Wool Morrison
Holman Day j
Cookson is in Waterville.
know
remedies
for
colds,
cramps,
flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Little and t w o ! Held To Answer
in
an
intensely
dramatic story with huThe Slayer of Souls
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Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bither have The Rain-Girl Patricia Brent Spinster
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for the' sniffles.
Ralph Simonson have been visiting in Millinocket for a few
The Just anel the Unjust
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Vaughan Hester
Will Jamison is caring for her
The idle g‘ >-aio of the world— what it has
Lucia Chamberlain The Sport of Kings
Several from Linneus attended the
Roche'
eh>ne to the man am! woman—a picture
J. Kinney, who is very ill. Cantata Queen Ester in Houlton last
The
Honey
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Samuel
Merwin
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Good went Saturday to week.
King Spruce
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Miss Lala Hall of Presque Isle was The Untamed
Max Brand The> Danger Trail
Curwood
“ S IS T E R TO S A L O M E ”
the week-end guest of her mother.
The Greater Glory
Aid
meet Wednesday Mrs Mary Hall.
Behind the German Vail
DeBeanfort
A regular Gladys Brockwell production
William Dudley Pelley Basil Even-man
Arthur Pryor.
good
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth and Mrs.
Elsie' Singmaster
<us" a t-'ci\ turn reel Sunshine e'.nnedy
as their is work Harry Sawyer spent Sunday with Mr. The Money Master
Gilbert Parker
" T H E JASS B A N D I T ” and M U T T an d
This Marrying
Banning
J E F F in t h e i r f u n n v c a rto o n s
and Mrs. James H. Ruth.
Tippe-Canoe
Samuel McCoy
Millinery Parlor you
Many friends of Mrs. Eliza Kelso The Lure' of the North
find
of all kinds for dress are sorry to hear of her severe illness
Harold Bindioss
bead necklaces. This at her home in Houlton.
Mra. Randall has a special.
Mrs. Parker Stewart was called to The Great Impersonation
$5.50 and child’s hat, $2.50. Houlton last week hy the illness of
E. Phillips Opponhe'im
Phone 54-23.
her grandmother. Mrs. Kelso.
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Crossing
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin McLean and
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Freeh'rie'k Niven
Hoar, lik e t h is — f la t t e r s i t u p o n ^a
Mr. Joe McLean visited relatives in
c
u s h io n o t a ir , g e n t ly “ b e a ts ** o u t its
HODGDON
The Turmoil
Booth Tarkington
New Limerick one day last week.
e m b e d d e d g r it , a n d so p ro lo n g s its lif e
Mr. Ben Bither of Minneapolis. The' Rieler of tile' King Le>g
Store brought to your
Minn, is visiting his mother. Mrs.
for the Watkins Man.
Heilman Day
Crowell of Bridgewater Hattie Bither and other relatives.
Loaded
Dice
Ellery
II. Clark
Mrs.
Byron
McQuarrie
and
hahv
of
guest of friends here last
Hodgdon are visiting her grand The* Ambitiem of Mark Truitt
Mias
R. Bither of Houlton was parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Sawyer.
Henry Russell Miller
Mr. Herb Savage and family. Mr. The Lion's Mouse
guest of Mrs. Harry
Herb Ruth and family of Houlton were
C. N. <£ A. M. Williamsem
have attended the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rath
Man to Man
Gregory
been greatly j on Sunday
program.
Hutchinson, his mother,
enjoyed an auto trip
part of the state
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Temple Theatre

urday
Lake.
Mr. and
ters Pembrook,
Maggie of
gueata of
last week.

Mra. A. D.
Mra. Howard
recently.
Mrs. Howard
Portland.
Alvin
Ripley
Mrs. Geo.
to Portage to
Mr. and Mra.
gone to Clinton
Mra.
sister, Mra.
Mrs. Walter
Natick, Mass,
tives
Mr. and
gone to
employed.
The M. E.
will
p. m. with Mrs.
attendance Is desired
to be done.
At Randall’s
will
beads
trimming, also
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Ladies’ hat,
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Traveling
door. Watch
Mrs. W. B.
was the
week.
Annie
the week-end
Wilson.
Large crowds
Chautauqua and have
pleased with each
Mr. Asbra
and his daughter
in the southern
recently.
Mra. James Stewart and her son
Charles 8tewart of Caribou were
guests of relatives and friends here
last week.
A large crowd attended the S. S.
Convention held at the Methodist
church on Wednesday afternoon and
evening. The exercises of each ses
sion were very helpful.
Mr. T. W. McDonald has purchased
the school house which has been
vacated at Hodgdon Corner and moved
it to the Mills last week for a work
Shop. The moving was in charge of
Asbra Hutchinson.

Even

LITTLETON

Mr and Mra. Fred Tingley of Readfield, Me. were recent guests of
George 1. Tingley.
Oscar Crane moved Tuesday to his
new residence recently purchased
from Mrs. L. F. Hall.
Rev. and Mrs. Turner were called to
Man HIU Tuesday by the eerious illMSS of Mra. Turner's sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Donovan and
family were recent guests of Mra.
Donovan's mother, Louise Haggerty.
Roeooe Tingley moved Wednesday
from the Carmichael rent to the
bouse on the North Rond.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Costello and
family of Houlton were Sunday gueets
of Mra. Coatello’o mother, Mra. Louise
Haggerty.
Mr. and Mra. J. A. Wolverton ac
companied by Mra. Mark Gray and
children motored to M an Hill on Sun
day to visit Mr. Wolverton’s sister,
Mrs. Ladner.
Mr. and Mrs. W illie Lowery. Geo.
and John Lowery of Monticello were
vlttlng their mother. Mra. Mary
Lowery on Sunday. Mra. Lowery is
staying with her daughter, Mra. James
Stone.
A Farm Bureau meeting was held
at the Grange Hall on Saturday even
ing. J. H. Philbrick presided. T. A.
Schools was sleeted ch. of exhibits.
BUSS Bubar was appointed delegate
to attend the Farm Bureau Seed Show
at Mars Hill, Oct. 29th.
Fifty patrons were present at the
regular meeting of the Grange on.

Outlasts Two or Three Ordinary
Wood Stoves
T b D B M u iicb tfaliMvwst air-tight
m ad*. Waigha 220 pound*.
W ikht me*ns strong, durst** pans
'•a d lo a f lif* in stoves. Where oedinacywaodecovea body iron toon burn*
•a t , A * heevjr lS-gnug* boiler boo

fai the
Built by f a "Round Otic Folks Co
outlast two or three ordinary air-tight
wood stoves, f a Dowegiec is bymr
cheeper to bty, length of servict coo*
sidsred. Holds firs 24 hours.

DOWAGIAC
AIR TIGHT

n*

Com* in end essmine this handsome, safe, durable
haetes et once, wtOMynotbe able to eupply you Ucct
4««»yprice,

J. E. T A R B E L L

&

S M Y R N A M IL L S , M A IN E

SO N S

the clinging hairs that pets spread on rugs are
instantly detached by the thorough sweeping of T h e
Hoover. By its gentle beating it dislodges the destructive
embedded grit. By its suction cleaning it withdraws the
loosened dirt. These are the three essentials of thorough
cleaning. Only T h e Hoover performs them all. A n d
it is the largest-selling electric cleaner in the world.

Sfe HOOVER
It

BEATS

.

a s it S w e e p s

as it C le a n s

You will appreciate The H O O VE R most after hav
ing operated it yourself. Let us deliver one for trial
on your own rugs. W o will be glad to remove The
H O O VE R without obligation to you providing you
are willing to part with such an excellent house
cleaning helper. Corar^dent terms if you

wish

Putnam H ardw are C om pany
P hone 441

H o u lto n , M e.

